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Executive Summary
This report develops a proposal for the coordinated and consistent tracking of electricity
attributes in Europe. The background for this work is the demand for a synchronised
system for allocating the so-called attributes of power generation (fuel source, emissions, support granted etc.) to consumers of energy, for example for purposes of electricity disclosure. However, tracking is also required for many support schemes for electricity generation from renewable energy sources (RES-E) or from high-efficiency cogeneration (CHP-E) as well as for the accounting of cross-border transfers of RES-E for
quantitative targets.
The proposal is based on an analysis of the requirements for tracking from different
European and national policies and of the existing tracking systems in Europe. Following on from the lessons of the Guarantees of Origin (GO) for RES-E, which have been
implemented by European countries with only limited coordination, the current implementation of GO for electricity from high-efficiency cogeneration could experience a
better coordination. However, due to the lack of coordination of tracking systems and
related policies, there are significant cases in which there is multiple counting of attributes (mostly from renewable energy sources). These can be overcome by introducing
the proposed standard. The European Energy Certificate System is the most advanced
standard which has been established for the coordination of tracking systems in Europe,
and is a good starting point for the implementation of the E-TRACK standard.
Tracking of electricity attributes is still quite a new concept, and some principles must
therefore be explained before the actual proposal is developed. The core of the
E-TRACK standard consists of two elements: Firstly, a standardised system of Guarantees of Origin in a wider sense, meaning disclosure certificates which can also facilitate
support and other policies. These certificates are accounting units which are detached
from the physical energy flow and usually also from electricity contracts; they are handled exclusively in electronic registries. This enables a simple and standardised way of
accounting for electricity attributes.
The second key element of the standard is the residual mix, which is offered to electricity retailers as a default set of attributes for purposes of disclosure. The residual mix
should be used for disclosure of those energy volumes, which the retailer does not
match with Guarantees of Origin. The calculation of the residual mix is based on the
attributes of total power generation in a geographic region, but is corrected by all Guarantees of Origin which have been used, and also by exports and imports of energy and
attributes. With regard to disclosure, market participants are free to decide whether they
want to use the certificate system or whether they choose to rely on the residual mix.
These key elements of the E-TRACK standard are supplemented by the possibility of
making allowances for other tracking systems which still coexist with the standard. This
could apply to certain support systems, e.g. for RES-E, which might not be integrated
into the standard from the beginning. However, in the long run, all tracking systems
7
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should be coordinated under the E-TRACK standard in order to minimise the risk of
multiple counting of attributes. The long-term vision behind the standard is that all electricity generation should automatically produce Guarantees of Origin in order to achieve
a simple and transparent tracking mechanism in all of Europe. On the way to this vision,
the standard leaves room for the stepwise integration of existing tracking systems while
maintaining a high level of reliability and accuracy.
Following the drafting of this proposal, a detailed cost assessment for the implementation and operation of tracking systems under the standard was developed. This analysis
was broadly based on experience with existing tracking systems. The result is encouraging: Whereas the total annual cost of tracking systems under the proposed standard in 29
European countries could be in the range of EUR 12 million to EUR 71 million per
year, these costs would only correspond to a range of less than 0,01% to slightly more
than 0,1% of current electricity prices for final consumers, depending on the framework
conditions for the implementation of the standard. An average European household
would be paying between EUR 0,01 and EUR 0,38 per year for the use of tracking systems.
The costs for implementing tracking under the E-TRACK standard have to be compared
with the costs of alternative tracking systems which would be required for purposes of
disclosure at least. Given the benefits of the E-TRACK standard, the range of expected
costs seems to be justified. The key benefit of the E-TRACK standard is clearly the operation of a coordinated and reliable system for the accounting of electricity attributes
across Europe, which supports disclosure, product differentiation (such as green power
products), but can also facilitate support schemes and target accounting. The standard
backs a European market not only for electricity, but also for electricity attributes and
provides robust protection against all forms of multiple counting. Therefore, it safeguards the market value of high-valued forms of electricity generation (e.g. from renewable energy sources).
However, it is not only the technical procedures of tracking which need to be coordinated. In order to realise the full benefit from the E-TRACK standard, the design of the
policies which are using tracking results should be optimised and coordinated across
Europe as well. The report provides a set of policy recommendations for European and
national levels. It must be emphasised that although the E-TRACK standard is based on
tracking certificates, it is fully compatible with all types of support systems and can
work well with, for example, feed-in systems and quota obligations.
It is important to understand that once a comprehensive tracking system has been established, then all physical energy must be regarded as a commodity, and it is no longer
possible to speak of it as having particular characteristics. This principle can not be emphasised too often. Even after the introduction of a tracking system, many people continue to assume that the attributes remain somehow linked to physical energy flows, to
ownership of plants by retailers or industrial autoproducers, or to contracts about physical energy. This way of thinking would result in multiple counting of attributes, and
8
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therefore should be overcome. The only way to assign attributes to the commodity is the
use of the tracking system.
The development of the E-TRACK standard has been undertaken in close consultation
with key stakeholders in the electricity sector, both on national levels as well as on the
European level. This allowed the project team to take many views into account, although it was not possible to meet all the requirements from all stakeholders at the same
time. It must be emphasised that the recommendations in this report are not necessarily
those of the stakeholders which were involved in the process, including the Association
of Issuing Bodies.
The first positive effects of the E-TRACK project could already be seen during the development of the standard, as governments, regulators and stakeholders in some countries have already incorporated key recommendations in the design of their national
tracking systems and related policies.
The most likely process for the further implementation of the E-TRACK standard is that
several countries will join in an effort to improve their tracking systems as well as disclosure and support policies towards the proposed standard. The Association of Issuing
Bodies, which is governing the European Energy Certificate System, provides a wellsuited structure for implementing and maintaining the standard on a European level.
However, some of the recommendations in this report go beyond current regulations of
EECS and the AIB is therefore encouraged to develop EECS further into the direction
of the E-TRACK standard. The project team hopes that such a development would be
supported by the Commission, governments of European countries and market participants.
The E-TRACK standard will work best if all countries in Europe which have interconnected electricity systems and exchange relevant volumes of electricity and/or attributes
use the standard soon. This will significantly reduce current errors in the handling of
electricity attributes in Europe and will support market differentiation and competition
in the electricity sector.
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Glossary
Association (to a scheme)
A link to a scheme for which a certificate is eligible. Certificates can have one or more
associations.
Association of Issuing Bodies
The European organisation which governs the European Energy Certificate System
(EECS).
(Electricity) Attributes
Information on electricity, which is to be allocated through tracking. Details are specified by the respective schemes. For example for disclosure, the following attributes are
required: Fuel source and technology, CO2 emissions and nuclear waste created.
Certificate
An instance of evidence (normally in units related to 1 MWh) for one or more schemes
which can be transferred between different owners. Certificates are usually held as electronic records in a database (registry).
Compliance period
A period of time which is used for the verification of compliance with a scheme. E.g.
for electricity disclosure, the compliance period is one year.
Contract-based tracking
An explicit tracking method where electricity attributes are allocated to consumers
based on the bilateral contracts concluded in the electricity market. Contract-based
tracking can be performed ex ante or ex post (in relation to the point in time when the
electricity contract is concluded). In any case, contract-based tracking can be implemented based on certificates, which in this case would be allocated along the contract
path.
De-linked tracking
An explicit tracking method where electricity attributes are allocated to consumers
based on certificates which allow for the allocation of the attributes from generators to
consumers along a path which is independent from the physical electricity market.
(Electricity) Disclosure
Based on Directive 2003/54/EC electricity retailers must disclose to their customers the
origin of their electricity and related CO2 emissions and the production of nuclear waste.
This requires the installation of a tracking system for electricity.
11
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Disclosure certificates
Certificates which can be used for purposes of disclosure, i.e. which are associated to
the disclosure scheme. In the report, the term Guarantees of Origin (in its broader sense)
is used for this kind of certificates.
Domain
A single geographic or geopolitical region defined for the purposes of a scheme. There
must be only one scheme authority in a domain.
Electricity from high-efficient cogeneration (CHP-E)
Electricity from high-efficiency cogeneration, as defined in Directive 2004/8/EC.
Electricity from renewable energy sources (RES-E)
Electricity from renewable energy sources as defined in Directive 2001/77/EC.
European Energy Certificate System (EECS)
A harmonised European system for the handling of certificates for electricity attributes,
which is operated by the Association of Issuing Bodies. EECS is the only standardised
tracking system for electricity in Europe. Currently, EECS integrates Guarantees of
Origin for RES-E and CHP-E, RECS certificates and generic Guarantees of Origin in
their broader sense (disclosure certificates).
Evidence
Proof of a set of generation attributes. Certificates are issued against evidence to facilitate transfers and compliance with schemes.
Explicit tracking
A mechanism which allows the bilateral allocation of electricity attributes from a generator to a retailer or final consumer. This can be based on electricity contracts or delinked from these. Both types of explicit tracking can be implemented based on certificates.
External Reliable Tracking Systems (ERTS)
Independent explicit tracking systems, e.g. in relation to feed-in support systems, which
exist alongside with the E-TRACK standard. In order to avoid multiple counting of attributes in relation to explicit and implicit tracking under the standard, ERTS must fulfil
certain criteria.
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Generation episode
A period in time during which electricity was generated, usually marked by two meter
readings. Tracking is usually based on the average attributes of electricity generation
during a generation episode.
Guarantee of Origin (GO)
In a specific sense: A means of proving the origin of electricity, which was generated
from renewable energy sources or from high-efficient cogeneration, which was introduced by Directives 2001/77/EC (for RES-E) and 2004/8/EC (for CHP-E). Their use is
optional.
In a broader sense: General term for certificates which are associated to disclosure.
Implicit tracking
A mechanism which allows the allocation of electricity attributes from a group of generators to usually a large group of retailers or final consumers. The simplest way of implicit tracking is the use of statistical data on electricity generation in a certain area, e.g.
national or UCTE or NORDEL system mixes. The E-TRACK standard requires the use
of a Residual Mix instead of production statistics.
Issuing Body
The organisation which is appointed by the scheme authority to manage a tracking domain. The issuing body can delegate several tasks, e.g. to a registry operator, production
device accreditation body, data collector (for meter readings etc.).
Multiple counting
The use of attributes from the same instance of electricity generation for more than one
uses, which are conflicting. For example, if the attributes of a hydro plant from Austria
are used for disclosure both in Austria and in Italy, this is a case of multiple counting.
Multiple counting can be distinguished into multiple issuing, multiple sale and multiple
use of attributes. The question whether certain uses of attributes are conflicting or not,
must be regulated clearly, e.g. by the scheme authorities.
Nordel
The organisation for the Nordic transmission system operators (http://www.nordel.org).
OTC trading
Bilateral trading of standardised electricity contracts, which is not performed on power
exchanges.
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Physical electricity market
Market transactions (long-term contracts, OTC trade, trade on power exchanges) which
imply physical delivery of energy into the balancing group of the buyer. Pure financial
contracts can be disregarded, as they do not allocate physical energy.
RECS International
The European organisation of market participants which use the European Energy Certificate System (EECS). RECS International and the AIB have jointly developed the
RECS System, which can be seen as a predecessor of Guarantees of Origin for RES-E.
Renewable Energy Certificate System (RECS)
A voluntary scheme which was developed in order to track electricity attributes from
RES-E for purposes of green electricity supply. The RECS System can be seen as a
predecessor of Guarantees of Origin for RES-E.
Redemption
The realisation of the value of a certificate. The value may be monetary, or in terms of
compliance with a legislative or regulatory requirement, or fulfilling a product description. On redemption, the certificate ceases to be transferable or useable for any other
purpose.
Residual mix
A set of attributes for use in electricity disclosure, which has been determined based on
the attributes of all electricity generation in one or several disclosure domains and corrected by all attributes which have been used for explicit tracking or by ERTS, and also
for exports and imports of attributes and physical energy. Each residual mix stands for a
certain volume of attributes and should not be used for the disclosure of a larger volume
of electricity consumption than this volume.
Scheme
A set of rules and procedures using the results from attribute tracking for the purposes
of e.g. complying with a Directive, supporting specific generation technologies, or evidencing a quality label for electricity products.
Scheme authority
A person or a body appointed by legislation or by members of a voluntary scheme to
control the qualification of production devices and both the issuing, transfer and redemption of certificates for that scheme. Additionally, a scheme authority will manage
the compliance process including the use of non-certificate information, e.g. based on
the residual mix or ERTS. There must be only one scheme authority for a scheme in any
domain.
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Support
A policy by which a country promotes the generation of electricity from certain energy
sources (e.g. renewable energies) or by certain technologies (e.g. cogeneration) through
financial incentives.
Support certificate
A transferable certificate which is used for the implementation of support schemes.
Such certificates can be used e.g. in quota obligation systems, where producers, retailers
or consumers are obliged to redeem support certificates which represent a certain share
of their production, sales to final consumers or consumption. The allocation of support
can either be linked to the Guarantee of Origin, in which case the support system has a
connection to electricity disclosure, or it can be separated from the GO. In the latter
case, the separate support certificates are a purely financial instrument and have no relation to disclosure.
Targets
Quantitative targets for certain types of electricity generation which have been set on a
European level and have been broken down on the national level. Currently, indicative
targets have been set for the shares of RES-E in total electricity consumption of EU
Member States by 2010. More ambitious overall targets for renewable energy sources,
and possibly also sectoral targets for RES-E, for the year 2020 are currently under discussion. There are currently no clear EU-wide targets for CHP-E.
Tracking
General term for the accounting of generation attributes. It usually implies an allocation
of attributes from generators of electricity to consumers or their retailers. This can be
done for purposes of different schemes, e.g. disclosure, support or target accounting.
UCTE
Union for the Co-ordination of Transmission of Electricity in continental Europe
(http://www.ucte.org). Note that the Nordic region is covered by Nordel, whereas Britain and Ireland have separate transmission systems.
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Introduction
The E-TRACK project
The E-TRACK project has investigated the feasibility of a harmonised standard for
tracking of generation attributes in Europe. The aim of the project was to outline a comprehensive approach for all tracking requirements which are imposed by European and
national legislation. The major benefits of such a tracking standard will be that electricity attributes (such as the fuel type used for generation and related environmental indicators) can easily be accounted for in the internal market; problems with multiple counting of attributes (e.g. from renewable energy sources) can be avoided; verification of
tracking procedures can be simplified and cross-border trade of attributes will be facilitated. The tracking standard has been designed in such a way as to support European
and Member State electricity policies. It leaves room for the specific design of tracking
systems on the national or regional level and it does not predetermine policy decisions
such as the design of support instruments for electricity from renewable energy sources
or cogeneration.
The project provides a detailed insight into the requirements for the design and operation of tracking systems, which are set by European and Member States legislation as
well as by market participants. The main result of the project is a blueprint of a European standard for tracking of electricity generation attributes, which covers technical
aspects (e.g. database and interface specifications) and non-technical issues, such as
institutions and processes involved. The project involved partners with scientific expertise as well as electricity transmission system operators, regulators and market players,
which will be able to work with the standard. This ensures that results from the project
are oriented towards practical implementation and can easily be disseminated. An intensive consultation phase and several dissemination activities have supported the project
results.
In the context of the project, the term “standard” is used in an informal way. It denotes a
set of rules which can be applied in European countries in order to implement a tracking
system. If required, additional national regulations can be added. The standard is not
meant as a formal standard, e.g. under CEN or Cenelec rules.
This report
This final report summarises all relevant results from the project. It is based on the work
package reports, which have been developed in the course of the project. If necessary,
more details on specific issues can be found in these reports. All work package reports
as well as additional documentation from the consultation workshops and the project
conference can be downloaded from the project website:
http://www.e-track-project.org.
The technical terms, which could not be avoided in order to cover the tracking issue
adequately, are explained in a glossary.
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1

The Need for Tracking in the Electricity Market

The electricity supply in Europe can be characterised in technical terms, such as voltage, frequency and short-circuit strength. However, in relation to energy policy and consumer interests, there is a lot of additional information, which can be of interest, e.g. the
fuel sources from which a certain instance of electricity was generated, the related emissions, the technology used for power generation. These items of information, which are
usually related to the generation of a certain instance of electricity, are called attributes.
Whereas for some applications it might be sufficient to obtain the attributes at the point
of electricity generation, there is a variety of policies and schemes, which require attributes to be accounted for on the level of electricity retailers or even groups of (or individual) consumers. In order to do this, attribute information must be collected at the
point of electricity generation, and must be allocated to the adequate level using an appropriate accounting mechanism. This allocation procedure is what has been called
tracking of electricity attributes in the framework of the E-TRACK project.
The physical flow of electricity from generation to consumption is governed by physical
laws. This flow is not directly related to commercial relationships in the electricity market, i.e. electrons do not flow according to contracts. Similarly, the tracking of attributes
does not follow the physical flow in the transmission and distribution systems either.
Tracking is rather a separate accounting mechanism, which records the volumes of electricity generated over a certain period and the related attributes and which allocates
these attributes to corresponding volumes of electricity consumption. This allocation
can be based on different principles (see chapter 3 for details on tracking options.)

1.1

Schemes: Applications for Tracking Results

The policies or systems which use tracking results are called schemes. A scheme can be
a policy introduced by national or European legislation, but it can also be an information system established by a company or governed by regulations determined by private
bodies.
The actor, which is responsible for a scheme, is called the scheme authority. It usually
sets up details of the scheme, defines all necessary rules and appoints the relevant actors
to operate the tracking system for this scheme.
Three major types of schemes can be distinguished in the electricity sector, which require some form of tracking:
·

Disclosure schemes (also known as electricity labelling), which provide attribute
information to final consumers of electricity,

·

Support schemes, which facilitate the provision of financial support to certain
types of electricity generation, or to the consumption of such electricity, and
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Accounting for quantitative political targets for the production or the consumption of electricity from certain energy sources or produced by certain technologies.

Disclosure schemes
Based on Directive 2003/54/EC electricity suppliers must disclose to their customers the
origin of their electricity and related emissions. In order to determine this information,
an accounting system must be installed which allows to keep track of generated and
consumed volumes of electricity, and to create linkages between generation and supply.
This is the most comprehensive tracking requirement, because it covers the whole electricity market.
All kinds of product differentiation by electricity retailers based on the energy source
and/or other kinds of attributes, e.g. green power offerings, can be subsumed under the
disclosure type of scheme, as they are also addressing the attributes disclosed to final
consumers. This also encompasses quality labels, which define and verify certain quality standards for electricity products.
Guarantees of Origin (GO) for electricity from renewable energy sources (RES-E) and
electricity from high-efficient cogeneration (CHP-E) have been implemented in EU
Member States and other European countries based on EU Directives 2001/77/EC and
2004/8/EC. GO issued in any Member State in accordance with the Directives should be
accepted in all other Member States. Although the GO are not formally linked to the
disclosure scheme, they are well-suited to use for this purpose.
Besides the use of GO, which is optional for generators, most Member States provide
for additional forms of allocation of attributes from generators to electricity retailers,
which normally are linked to electricity contracts. Most commonly, some form of default statistical set of disclosure data is available as well.
Support schemes
Systems for financial support of certain technologies for electricity production, e.g.
from renewable energy sources or high-efficient cogeneration are implemented in most
European countries. Some support systems require a proof of generation to receive support. Others define an allocation of supported electricity to certain consumers (e.g. on a
pro rata basis). In order to avoid over-subsidisation, it is necessary to record whether
certain instances of electricity generation have already received support or not. These
tasks can be fulfilled by a tracking mechanism.
Quantitative targets
Directive 2001/77/EC requires the EU Member States to reach certain indicative targets
for the shares of RES-E production in relation to domestic consumption until 2010. Further targets for renewable energy for the year 2020 are currently under discussion. So
far, it is not fully clear how compliance with these targets will be measured. A tracking
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mechanism can be used to monitor generation, cross-border transfer and consumption of
RES-E.1
Schemes not related to tracking of electricity
Compared to the three schemes listed above, the European Carbon Emissions Trading
System (ETS) is not regarded as a scheme which requires electricity tracking. This is
due to the fact that the ETS is an allowance scheme which is upstream of the electricity
market, and electricity consumers are not required to deal with the emission allowances
themselves. However, there can be synergies, for example with regards to emissions
factors from the ETS which could be used by the disclosure scheme. It should also be
noted that due to the existence of this “cap and trade” system, tracking of attributes in
the electricity sector can not bring about actual emissions reductions, but rather allocates the relative emissions under the cap to retailers and consumers of electricity.

1.2

Domains: Geographic Entities for Schemes

All schemes which have been addressed in the previous section relate to a certain geographic region. Most schemes are currently implemented on the national level, e.g. disclosure or support systems. In the future some national schemes might be merged in
order to create larger systems or markets.
The definition of a geographic region in relation to a scheme is called a domain. All
tracking activities are organised in domains. For example, the disclosure scheme in Austria is operated within one domain. The Swedish “Elcert” support system for RES-E
represents another domain.

1.3

Attributes: The Information to be Tracked

The different schemes define the information which needs to be tracked. For all the
schemes mentioned above, the relevant attributes relate to electricity generation. For
example, the fuel source coal used by a fossil power plant is one of the attributes which
will be used in the tracking system for purposes of disclosure. Another attribute could
be the specific CO2 emissions from this power plant.
However, the CO2 information on a Guarantee of Origin or a disclosure statement may
not be interpreted as an actual contribution to emissions reductions. This is due to the
existence of the European Carbon Emissions Trading System, see above.

1

The Commission has clarified under which conditions RES-E generation in one country can be used
for compliance with the 2010 RES-E target in another country (COM(2004) 366 final):
“A Member State can only include a contribution from import from another Member State if the
exporting state has accepted explicitly, and stated on a guarantee of origin, that it will not use
the specified amount of renewable electricity to meet its own target and thereby also accepted
that this electricity can be counted towards the importing Member State’s target.”
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Compliance Periods

The accounting for electricity attributes is in most cases not a continuous process, but is
rather handled in batches. Most schemes function based on time intervals over which
certain activities are accumulated. These time intervals are called compliance periods.
For example, disclosure information presented to consumers is usually based on the
average attributes of the respective electricity retailer in the previous year. The progress
towards meeting the quantitative targets for RES-E in 2010 is measured based on calendar years.
The compliance periods help to make the tracking system finite. Under disclosure, the
totals of attributes from electricity generation in a calendar year can be compared with
the total volume of energy consumed.

1.5

Framework Conditions for Tracking

Tracking of electricity attributes is happening in the context of a range of political regulations and of the market for electricity. The framework conditions for tracking have
been analysed in the E-TRACK work package 2 report (Lise et al. 2006).
The conditions in the electricity market can have an impact on the required design of a
tracking system, because the mechanism must be able to cope with the current differences in regional electricity markets (Boardman et al. 2003). Similarly the tracking system must be able to deal with changes that are taking place in the physical networks,
market regulations and structures and in generation technologies.
In detail, the design of a tracking system might have to reflect factors such as:
·

The level of electricity market opening both on the wholesale and retail levels.

·

Market concentration and competition between market actors.

·

Market regulations and organisation of the electricity market, e.g. through power
exchanges, OTC trades or long-term contracts.

·

The relevance of exports and imports compared to the total generation or consumption in a specific domain.

·

The degree of harmonisation of market regulations and structures within the EU
and neighbouring countries, including the existence of compatible tracking systems.

For the most recent overview on these parameters, see the Commission Energy Sector
Inquiry (SEC(2006) 1724).2

2

Note that the writing of the E-TRACK work package 2 report was concluded in the second half of
2005. Therefore some of the data presented in that report might be outdated.
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From the analysis in the E-TRACK work package 2 report, two major conclusions are
most relevant:
·

The amount of electricity traded and the complexity of trading arrangements
make it difficult to link the tracking of attributes to the contracts concluded on
the physical energy market.

·

An increasing cross-border trade of electricity and the establishment of regional
electricity markets and power exchanges increase the interrelation between national electricity markets.

These observations will be taken up in the subsequent chapters.
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Existing Tracking Systems

The development of a European Tracking Standard does not start from scratch. There is
a variety of tracking systems already in operation in different countries. The experience
with their development and operation has been used for developing the E-TRACK standard.

2.1

RES-E and CHP-E Guarantees of Origin

The two Directives on electricity from renewable energy sources (RES-E) and from
combined heat and power (CHP-E) require the Member States to implement Guarantees
of Origin (GO) for the respective types of electricity generation.3 The Guarantees of
Origin are issued to the generator of RES-E and of high-efficiency CHP-E and are
meant to enable the generators to demonstrate that the electricity they sell has been produced from the respective energy sources or in high-efficiency CHP mode.
From the wording of the relevant Directives, the possible use of the RES-E GO and the
CHP-E GO is not fully clear, nor are there detailed regulations on how they interact
with other energy policy instruments. A most common interpretation of the GO is that
they are meant to support the electricity disclosure scheme, i.e. the information contained in the GO is directed mainly to the final consumer of energy. 4
There are a few details on the GO regulations in the Directives which are worth mentioning:

3

4

·

There is an area of overlap between the two Directives: High efficient CHP
plants which are using biomass or biogas as fuel can request both types of GO. It
is not clear from the Directives whether in this case two separate Guarantees of
Origin or only one should be issued, where in the latter case the single GO
would qualify for both types of GO.

·

Based on the Directives, the GO are issued on demand of the generator only.
However, it would in principle be possible for Member States to introduce
automatic issuing of GO for all eligible electricity production.

·

Following the RES-E Directive, RES-E GO are issued net of generation auxiliaries, whereas the CHP Directive defines that CHP-E GO are issued based on
gross electricity generation.

Directive 2001/77/EC on the promotion of electricity produced from renewable energy sources in the
internal electricity market and Directive 2004/8/EC on the promotion of cogeneration based on a useful heat demand in the internal energy market. Whereas most Member States have passed primary legislation in order to transpose the RES-E Directive into national law, the transposition of the CHPDirective is currently under way.
Note that the RES-E Directive was passed two years before disclosure was implemented in the Electricity Market Directive 2003/54/EC. The CHP Directive took over most of the wording on GO from
the RES-E Directive. This might explain why there is no clear link between GO and disclosure in the
Directives.
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·

The Directives do not specify whether GO should be issued in electronic form or
on paper. It is also not clear whether and how GO may be transferred, e.g. between a generator and an electricity retailer, and whether a transfer should be
linked to the contracts in the electricity market or de-linked from them. However, many Member States have implemented GO as a transferable electronic record of electricity production and related attributes.

·

The Directives only specify rules for the issuing of GO. It is not clear how GO
can be used and when and how they will be taken out of existence.

The general picture as of August 2007 is that not all EU Member States have implemented the RES-E GO. Insufficient implementation of the RES-E GO is one out of several reasons why the Commission has initiated infringement proceedings against six
Member States in relation to Directive 2001/77/EC. Besides EU Member States, also
some neighbouring countries have implemented RES-GO (e.g. Norway and Switzerland). The deadline for the implementation of CHP-GO was in early August 2007. It is
not yet clear how many Member States have met this deadline.
Note: In the remainder of this report, the terms “RES-E GO” and “CHP-E GO” refer to
Guarantees of Origin issued based on the respective Directives. In a broader sense, the
term “Guarantee of Origin” or “GO” is used for standardised certificates which are associated to electricity disclosure (see chapter 3.3). The GO in their broader sense are not
(yet) regulated by European legislation, whereas RES-E GO and CHP-E GO retain their
specific legal status, which is stipulated by the two Directives.

2.2

Support Systems with Tracking Functionalities

In Europe, a variety of support systems is being used in order to promote the generation
of RES-E and high-efficiency CHP-E. In many countries, several systems are combined.
Generally, support systems can be categorised into price-based mechanisms and quantity-based mechanisms, see Figure 1 below.
Figure 1: Categorisation of support schemes
Price-based mechanisms

Quantity-based mechanisms

Feed-in tariff / premium systems

Quota obligation

Fiscal incentives

Tender procedures

Investment grants
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This section is concerned with the relation of these systems to tracking of electricity and
more specifically, how the support mechanisms relate to electricity disclosure. The following typical cases can be distinguished. 5
Feed-in Tariff
Usually, the feed-in tariff includes the obligation of a system operator or retailer
to buy the eligible generation at a fixed price. Ownership of the generated electricity and the related attributes in terms of disclosure then lies with the system
operator or retailer.
There are two options how the supported energy and attributes are passed on to
consumers:
a. The system operator or retailer is entitled to sell the feed-in energy to
other retailers or to consumers as green energy. There might be an additional financial mechanism in order to compensate for part of the costs of
the feed-in payments.
b. The feed-in energy is distributed equally among all retailers in the country, and is then allocated as green energy to final consumers on a pro-rata
basis. The costs of the feed-in payments are passed on along the same
line. (This is the solution chosen in Germany.)
Premium Systems
In this variant of a feed-in tariff, the generator sells the eligible electricity volumes on the regular electricity market. The premium system ensures that he receives a certain premium on top of the regular market price for electricity. Depending on the rules of the support system, the generator is usually allowed to
sell the attributes in terms of disclosure as well, i.e. he can sell green energy to
the free market. (This approach is chosen in the Netherlands.)
Quota Obligations
Under this support system a group of market players (typically the final consumers or the retailers on their behalf) is obliged to purchase support certificates
which are issued to the generators based on their eligible production. The number of certificates to be purchased usually represents a certain share of electricity
consumed or sold to final consumers. Generators sell two separate products, certificates and electricity.
Again, there are two options how the support mechanism relates to disclosure:
a. The support certificate is defined as to also convey the attributes in terms
of disclosure to the obliged actors. In this case the obligation is an obli5

Note that individual implementations of support systems may differ from these typical cases.
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gation to purchase a certain share of eligible electricity. The electricity
sold by generators to the market is “grey”, i.e. it has no disclosure attributes.
b. The support certificate is not related to disclosure. In this case, the generators can sell green energy to the market. The support certificate has
only a financial function and therefore the obligation is just to support a
certain volume of electricity (without actually buying the “green” energy).
Fiscal Incentives and Investment Grants
These two options are financial only, and the generator has the right to sell his
production as green energy.
Tender Procedures
In this case, a tendering authority purchases the produced eligible electricity at a
certain price, which is determined based on a tender procedure. The tendering
authority purchases the “green” energy, and can sell this energy onwards on the
free market. There might be an additional financial mechanism in order to compensate the authority for part of the costs of the payments to generators.
It is obvious that in all cases discussed above a close relation exists between the support
system and disclosure. However, some Member States have not regulated this relationship in detail (for recommendations on this issue see chapter 8.5).

2.3

The European Energy Certificate System (EECS)

The European Energy Certificate System (EECS) has been developed by the Association of Issuing Bodies (AIB) as a harmonised European system for the handling of energy certificates.6 Energy certificates can be defined as standardised, transferable instances of electricity attributes, which are issued to the generators of the related energy.
(See section 3.3 for more details on energy certificates.)
EECS has been developed based on the Renewable Energy Certificate System (RECS),
a private initiative for standardised certificates which is being operated since 2001.
EECS now integrates RECS certificates, GO for RES-E, GO for CHP-E and generic
Guarantees of Origin into one coherent certificate system.
Currently, EECS is active in 15 European countries. EECS facilitates the handling of
energy certificates in these countries and, due to the harmonised standard, allows for the
cross-border transfer of certificates. The certificates are held in electronic registries,
usually on a national (domain) level, which are linked based on joint regulations and a
corresponding communication structure. Since 2001, the AIB has issued certificates for
6

For details, see the EECS website http://www.aib-net.org.
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more than 250 TWh of electricity (mostly from renewable energy sources), and some
25% of these have been transferred across borders (AIB 2007a). Members of AIB are
mostly transmission system operators, regulators and governmental bodies, which have
been appointed to be responsible for the implementation of GO in their countries.
EECS is the only relevant pan-European tracking system for electricity and therefore is
the key starting point for the development of the E-TRACK standard. The E-TRACK
standard can be seen as a recommendation for the further development of EECS. Correspondingly, the standard has been developed in continuous consultation with the AIB
and with the market players using EECS, which are organised in the association RECS
International.7

2.4

Other Tracking Schemes

Besides the systems mentioned in the previous sections, there is a number of other
tracking schemes which have evolved for different purposes.
Firstly, in order to implement electricity disclosure, many European countries have implemented some form of regime for the allocation of attributes from power generation to
electricity retailers. As mentioned in section 1.1, this usually includes a default statistical set of disclosure data, which can be applied by retailers in case that there is no other
attribute information available. This set usually represents the average attributes of
power generation either on the national level or in the UCTE or Nordel regions. Besides
this default value, most disclosure schemes allow for some form of bilateral allocation
of attributes between generators and retailers. The systems used across Europe show
different levels of complexity and ambition in terms of accuracy and reliability (for details, see the E-TRACK work package 1 report (Lise et al. 2005).
Secondly, there is a number of tracking systems used in the green power market in order
to demonstrate the origin of green electricity products. These systems range from internal company accounting systems to a variety of third-party verification schemes, which
are part of green power quality labels. In this market, the German company TÜV Süd
plays a significant role, and there are many certification bodies and other service providers active in this field. On the European level, the EUGENE network has established
an international network for the coordination of green power labelling organisations. 8
Most of these schemes are not coordinated and not fully harmonised with the Guarantees of Origin as defined by the RES-E and CHP Directives. EUGENE recommends,
but does not (yet) require, the use of GO as tracking instruments.

7
8

See the website http://www.recs.org.
See http://www.eugenestandard.org.
The IEE-funded project „Clean Energy Network for Europe (CLEAN-E)“ has supported the development of the EUGENE network, see http://www.clean-e-project.org.
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2.5

Current Problems and Errors in Electricity Tracking

The relevant Directives require the Member States to ensure that the systems of electricity disclosure and Guarantees of Origin and thus tracking of electricity in general are
implemented in an accurate and reliable way. It is one of the key objectives of the
E-TRACK project to provide assistance in meeting this goal.
When evaluating the current accuracy and reliability of tracking in Europe, it is necessary to recognise that electricity with different attributes can have significant variations
in market prices. For example, whereas the value of physical energy is at the time of
writing in the range of 45 to 55 EUR/MWh (baseload future at EEX and Nordpool), the
additional value of RES-E attributes for purposes of disclosure is currently relatively
low (with a wholesale price surplus usually well below 10 EUR/MWh). The price surplus for green energy can be around 10 EUR/MWh or higher for generation which fulfils the requirements of certain green power quality labels. Finally, in support systems,
the value of support certificates can be even higher. For example, the Swedish “Elcertificates” have shown an average price of approx. 200 SEK/MWh (equivalent to approx.
22 EUR/MWh) in the past years. CHP-E attributes might also have a noticeable value in
the market, whereas other forms of generation currently see hardly any specific demand.
Corresponding to the differences in market value, most of the known current or recent
problems related with electricity tracking can be denoted as multiple counting of attributes with a higher market value. The term multiple counting means that during the process of tracking, the volume of certain attributes has become larger than the actual generation of electricity with these attributes. Such errors can occur at any step in the tracking system: the data capture at the point of generation, the accounting of attributes in the
tracking system or the provision of information to the final users of tracking information.9
The effect of multiple counting errors can be illustrated quite easily using the example
of disclosure. In a simplified case, neglecting the effects of imports, exports and system
losses, the total of attributes disclosed to final consumers should match with the total of
attributes of electricity generation. The analysis in the E-TRACK project has shown that
there have been and still are significant cases where this is not true. Related to the differences in market price, it is usually the volume of green energy which is overestimated.
It should be noted that as disclosure requires tracking of attributes of all electricity generation, multiple counting of RES-E or CHP-E implies that attribute information from
other forms of power generation, e.g. from fossil or nuclear energy, is lost.

9

For a discussion of double counting problems, see also Vrolijk et al. 2004.
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Problems and Errors Within Single Tracking Domains

This section deals with multiple counting errors which are not related to incompatibilities between tracking systems in different domains, but rather result from the insufficient design of individual tracking systems.
·

A general problem is that the RES-E and CHP Directives only specify rules for
the issuing of GO. It is not fully clear how GO can be used and when and how
they will be taken out of existence. Many national implementations have taken
over this shortfall of the Directives. Correspondingly, some electricity retailers
acquire GO (or RECS certificates) as a proof of ownership of disclosure attributes, but do not redeem them or otherwise remove them from the market after
they have used these attributes for disclosure. In these cases, it can not be excluded that such certificates are getting back into the market and are either used
a second time by the same retailers or are being sold to other parties.
A solution to this problem would be to take up clear rules for the redemption of
GO in the Directives and in national legislation, and corresponding requirements
in the regulations on schemes which are using GO.

·

A second shortfall in the RES-E and CHP Directives is that it is not clear how
GO should be handled which are eligible for GO under both Directives. This applies to high efficient CHP plants which are using biomass or biogas as fuel. The
wording of the Directives would allow that two separate GO are issued in this
case, one for RES-E and one for high-efficiency CHP-E. However, as both GO
would relate to the same instance of electricity generation, they would have to be
linked in order to prevent errors in accounting of attributes.
A solution to this problem would be to clarify in the Directives and in national
legislation that in case of overlap between the two Directives, only one GO may
be issued which would accumulate the functions of both types of GO. This is the
approach which has already been chosen in the European Energy Certificate
System, but Member States are currently relatively free to choose different approaches for the implementation of GO for RES-E and CHP-E.

·

10

In some cases where support systems are using support certificates it is not fully
clear whether the support certificate also allocates the attributes for purposes of
disclosure. If this remains unclear from the regulations in the domain, then the
retailers who have to buy support certificates for meeting their obligation will
tend to claim that they are now selling a corresponding share of green energy. At
the same time the generators will tend to claim that they can still sell their energy as green on the market. In this case, the RES-E generation will be counted
more than once. 10 Similar problems might arise in feed-in systems, if the treat-

This situation was true in Sweden, where at least some small companies have used support certificates
for disclosure, even though GO may be issued in parallel to the support certificates. The Swedish
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ment of the electricity fed in under the support system in terms of disclosure is
not defined by the respective regulations.
The key solution to this problem is that regulations for support systems should
specify clearly how the support mechanism is linked to electricity disclosure and
which actor can claim the attributes of supported generation for disclosure purposes. In addition to this, the tracking systems should make it transparent for the
users of the system whether a support certificate is also a GO which can be used
for disclosure or not.
·

Most European countries have appointed a single organisation for the task of issuing GO. This supports the reliability of the issuing process, as the appointed
organisation can easily check that the same production device is not registered
several times or that the same meter reading is not submitted more than once in
order to receive GO. In Germany, the situation is more complex, as all EMAS
auditors, which are accredited for the auditing of electricity generation, are entitled to issue RES-E GO. In theory, this opens up the activity of issuing GO for
approx. 60 organisations and individuals, which do not have a joint system of
quality management in order to avoid multiple registration or multiple issuing. It
is unclear whether this regulation has already led to errors in issuing of GO, as
such errors are difficult to detect.
The solution to this problem is to either appoint only one organisation for the
task of issuing GO or, if there are several issuers, to ensure that they are obliged
to work with a common infrastructure, e.g. a GO registry, which is able to detect
the errors mentioned above.

·

A quite common error in the tracking mechanisms for disclosure is that the default values for attributes, which are provided for those retailers who do not have
sufficient other forms of attributes available to cover their energy sales to final
consumers, are based on generation statistics. If these statistics are not corrected
by the volumes and attributes of GO issued and used, then these attributes will
be counted more than once (once in the form of GO and a second time as part of
the default set of attributes).
This problem can be solved by applying a correction to the data from generation
statistics, which removes the volumes and attributes of GO which have been
used for disclosure. The result of this correction is called a residual mix. 11

11

regulations on GO for RES-E are currently under revision and it is expected that this problem will be
solved by the new regulations.
For details on how the residual mix should be calculated see chapter 5.6.
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Problems and Errors Related to the Coexistence of Tracking Domains

There are other types of multiple counting problems and errors, which emerge if several
tracking domains exist and their regulations are not harmonised to the necessary extent.
·

Following up from the last problem in the previous section, the existence of several tracking domains makes the calculation of the residual mix more complex.
Besides the GO which have been issued and used in the same tracking domain,
all domains must also take into account the exports and imports of GO as well as
the balance of exports and imports of physical energy. For example, when the
E-TRACK project started, several Scandinavian countries were exporting significant volumes of RES-E GO to continental Europe without properly reflecting
these exports in their domestic disclosure statements. Since then, this situation of
multiple counting has been improved, and it might well be that the discussions
in the E-TRACK workshops have supported this development. However, the
same or similar problems still exist in other countries.

·

Some countries have chosen a regional approach in defining the default values
which can be used for disclosure. This makes sense e.g. in the Nordic region,
where the electricity market is more integrated as it is currently the case in other
parts of Europe. However, in this case it is important that all countries in this region agree on a joint approach. This is not the case in the Nordic region: Denmark is using separate domestic default attribute mixes for the Eastern and
Western part of the country (of which only the eastern part is integrated into the
Nordic market) and Norway is also using a national mix. However, Finland and
Sweden are using default values which are based on the total Nordic power mix,
including Norway and Eastern Denmark. This results in multiple counting of the
generation attributes of these two countries.
The solution to this problem would be that either all Nordic countries agree on
using a joint residual mix or Sweden and Finland agree on using a joint mix just
for these two countries.

·

In case that there is a significant net export of GO from one country to another
country, which is not associated with a corresponding net flow of physical energy in the same direction, then the exporting country will find itself in a situation where it has less electricity attributes than physical energy. Similarly, the
importing country has more attributes than physical energy. This situation currently exists for example between main GO exporters in the Nordic region and
the major importers, e.g. Germany and the Netherlands. If the surplus and deficit
in attributes is simply compensated by applying the default value for disclosure
in the respective country for a higher or lower volume of energy as it actually
stands for, then this implies multiple counting of some attributes and corresponding loss of other information.
A solution to this problem is proposed in chapter 5.6.
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·

When attributes are transferred across borders, it is important that both parties
involved in the transfer have agreed what they are transferring. For example,
there was a discussion whether the Netherlands, which had imported significant
volumes of RECS certificates and RES-E GO, can use the imported volumes to
demonstrate its progress towards achieving the 2010 targets for the development
of RES-E. The importing country in this case assumed that the imported volumes were eligible for its own target accounting, whereas the exporting country
assumed that they could be counted towards its target.
Obviously, the solution to this problem is to agree explicitly about the inclusion
of the target association in transfers of GO. (Note that the Commission has clarified that the transfer of the target association across national borders must be
linked to a GO transfer and is depending on an agreement between the two governments involved.)12

·

The UK has introduced a Climate Change Levy on industrial energy consumers.
Consumers are exempt from this levy if they can demonstrate that they have acquired RES-E or certain types of CHP-E. This must be demonstrated by the
submission of Levy Exemption Certificates (LECs). It is assumed that the physical energy travels along the same route as LECs have been transferred. However, these regulations are not fully consistent with the regulations on electricity
disclosure.13 This becomes most obvious in the (quite usual) case that LECs are
issued for generation outside of the UK. It is usually impossible for a foreign authority to find out whether and how many LECs have been issued based on electricity generation in their country. Therefore it is not possible to reflect the export of LECs in the disclosure calculations of the production country. This can
be regarded as some form of multiple counting, although the attributes conveyed
by imported LECs are not displayed on disclosure statements in the UK.
The most elegant solution to this problem would be if the UK tax authorities
would link the levy exemption to the import and redemption of RES-E GO or
CHP-E GO respectively.

The E-TRACK project aims to offer a solution to these problems, which helps to increase the accuracy and reliability of tracking of electricity attributes in Europe.

12
13

COM(2004) 366 final, see the quote of the relevant text in the footnote on page 21.
This might be due to the fact that LECs were introduced well before GO for RES-E and electricity
disclosure, and that the UK tax authorities are responsible for LECs but not for GO and disclosure.
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Some Principles of Tracking Electricity Attributes

This chapter describes the principal elements of tracking systems. It is meant to lay
some foundations before the subsequent chapters develop and discuss the E-TRACK
standard.

3.1

Design Criteria for Tracking Systems

In order to assess different options for the design of tracking systems, the project has
used six major criteria.14 In selecting the evaluation criteria, the project has taken up
similar discussions from previous studies on tracking issues, e.g. from the 4C Electricity
project (Boardman et al. 2003) and the Consumer Information on Electricity project
(Palmer et al. 2003).
For an application of the criteria set out below to a selection of tracking options see the
E-TRACK work package 3 report (Timpe et al. 2007).
Informational value
This criterion describes mainly qualitative aspects of the information that is gained,
processed and provided by the tracking scheme. This might be regarded as the degree of
“added value” through the tracking scheme compared to a business-as-usual-scenario. It
includes different aspects: What do consumers, other market participants, regulators and
stakeholders gain from the information provided by the tracking scheme? Can consumers better distinguish between suppliers and their products? Can governments and regulators verify support mechanisms and accounting for RES-E targets in an efficient manner?
Accuracy
The criterion of accuracy focuses on quantitative aspects of the tracked information.
Tracking data should be collected and processed in a correct and objective way, and the
results delivered by the tracking system should be free of systematic errors such as multiple counting of attributes and the corresponding loss of other attribute information.
This relates to the degree of precision achieved and the margin of error expected (not
including errors and fraud by the actors involved, which are addressed by the criterion
“robustness”).
As disclosure is a scheme using tracking results, which covers the whole electricity sector, accuracy can in theory be measured relatively simple: If all the disclosure state-

14

Most of the criteria actually summarise several individual aspects. For example: While accuracy is a
relatively straightforward criterion, the (expected) acceptance by stakeholders is one of several aspects
in the criterion “feasibility”.
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ments in all domains involved would be added up, then this should match the attributes
of power generation over the compliance period.15
Robustness
Credibility of a tracking system is also highly depending on its resistance against “distortions” of information due to errors and fraud. One aspect in this regard is traceability,
which means the ability of the system of recording and verifying the origin, any activities (e.g. issuing, transfer and redemption) and ownership of electricity attributes. Another aspect is the quality of verification procedures by third parties that are foreseen.
Feasibility
The implementation of the tracking system has to be feasible under realistic conditions
of markets and other framework. Thus, the tracking system has to fit into the existing
economic, socioeconomic, regulatory and legislative context. This implies that the
tracking scheme should not be too complex and that it should not conflict with market
conditions and functioning. In particular it should not endanger the liquidity of electricity markets. A further aspect is the possibility of fair participation of all market players
and stakeholder groups.
Costs
The costs of the tracking system are another quite important criterion. When assessing
the costs of tracking, this does not only mean the costs of data collection and the operation of a registry. A true cost analysis should address all cost items, including the transaction costs for market participants for using the system. When evaluating the costs for
tracking, they should be compared to the costs of other solutions for implementing the
schemes which require tracking (e.g. company-internal bookkeeping), and the benefits
of the tracking system compared to these. Finally, as most of the costs will most likely
be passed on to final consumers, the costs can be related to the total electricity consumption in a domain or in Europe as a whole.
Flexibility
This criterion describes the ability of a tracking concept to adapt to different framework
conditions both in terms of national or regional frameworks and their changes over time.
The criterion of flexibility thus includes the ability to handle limited variations between
tracking systems in different domains, e.g. in relation to a European tracking standard.
Furthermore, the criterion addresses the extent to which the system will be able to adapt
itself over time to lessons learned and to changing requirements.

15

To be more precise, the attributes of generation would have to be adjusted by exports and imports, and
by system losses.
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Explicit Tracking vs. Implicit Tracking

Generally, tracking of attributes can not follow the physical flows in the electricity network, because such flows can not be determined in sufficient detail. Even more important, the flows of electrons are determined by physical laws, and do not give a picture
about the trading arrangements in the electricity market.
What is needed are mechanisms for the allocation of attributes, which form an abstraction of the physical energy flows. With explicit and implicit tracking, two generic options for tracking can be distinguished.
3.2.1

Explicit Tracking

Explicit tracking denotes a mechanism, which uses or creates bilateral links between
generation and consumption of electricity. These links do not have to be direct, as it is
implied in Figure 2 below, they may be using intermediaries. The links are used in order
to allocate the attributes of power generation to consumers (or their retailers).
Figure 2: Principle of explicit tracking

Consumption

Generation
Tracking linkages

It is obvious from the figure above that explicit tracking allows for directing the allocation of attributes. Certain consumers can be linked to generation of RES-E, whereas
others can be linked to fossil or nuclear generation.
There are two options for explicit tracking:
A) Contract-based tracking
Under this tracking option, electricity generation attributes are allocated to consumers
based on the contracts concluded in the electricity market. It must be noted that “contract” in this context refers to contracts which imply physical delivery of energy into the
balancing group of the buyer. Pure financial contracts can be disregarded, as they do not
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allocate physical energy. It should also be noted that the commercial relationships in the
electricity market are not directly related to the physical energy flows.
Figure 3: Principle of contract-based explicit tracking
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There are two options how contract-based tracking can be implemented:
·

A1) Ex ante specification of attributes
Under this option, the attributes of power generation are part of the electricity
contract, i.e. the seller specifies in the contract, which attributes will be allocated
to the buyer. This option might work well in case of generation owned by retailers and bilateral long-term contracts between generators and retailers. However,
this option is very difficult to implement in the framework of liquid electricity
markets. The reason for this is that in such markets, electricity is seen as a commodity (without attributes) and it is usually traded several times before it is actually produced, including transactions on power exchanges. In this framework,
contract-based tracking of attributes with ex ante specification would be complex and, even more important, would split up the electricity market into several
sub-markets, which would reduce market liquidity. Power exchanges can hardly
be integrated in an ex ante contract-based tracking, because the exchange can
only determine the attributes available over a certain trading period after the end
of this period.

·

A2) Ex post determination of attributes
In this case, the buyer agrees to receive the company average attribute mix of the
seller, but both parties do not know this mix exactly at the time of concluding
the contract. The accounting of attributes takes place after the generation and
consumption of energy, when the seller can determine his attribute mix based on
his own generation and purchases from third parties. He then allocates a volume
of this attribute mix to the buyer which is corresponding to the volume of physical energy in the contract.
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This option does not have a negative impact on electricity markets, as electricity
can still be seen as a commodity. However, this means that this tracking option
will only deliver somewhat arbitrary tracking results. This is because if electricity is traded as a commodity under this tracking option, then the attributes can
not become a relevant factor for the energy market. The buyer will not be able to
steer his attribute portfolio in a certain direction, because he does not know the
attribute mix of the different sellers at the time of concluding contracts. Therefore this tracking option is only suitable for that part of the market, where active
management of attributes is not regarded as relevant.
There is also a practical problem related to this tracking option: Because the
electricity market is quite complex and at least part of the electricity is traded
back and forth between the market participants, and buyers of energy are often
also sellers, a straightforward determination of the company attribute mix of the
seller in the case above might not be possible, as it is depending from the attribute mixes of too many other market participants.16
However, the ex post determination of attributes could be used for integrating
power exchanges into a contract-based tracking system, if the trading relationships are not too complex. The exchange could request all net sellers to the exchange to determine their company attribute mix. From this, the exchange would
determine an exchange attribute mix over a certain period, e.g. a week or a calendar month. This information could be used by all net buyers from the exchange.
B) De-linked tracking
De-linked tracking is using transferable certificates for the allocation of attributes. The
certificates are issued based on the volumes and attributes of electricity generation. All
existing certificate systems use one or several standardised units of certificate face values; e.g. in the European Energy Certificate System (EECS)17 the standard size is
1 MWh of electricity generation. The standardisation simplifies the accounting of attributes.
After issuing, they can be transferred independently (de-linked) from the physical energy market. In order to acquire attributes, e.g. for the disclosure scheme, a retailer must
purchase certificates which represent attributes of the required electricity volume. The
attributes represented in a certificate are used by redeeming the certificate, which is then
removed from circulation in the market.

16

17

The German utility association VDEW has developed a solution for this problem in its recommendation for the implementation of disclosure (VDEW 2005). It is based on net trading balances and an iterative calculation procedure. For a description and discussion of this approach see the E-TRACK
work package 3 report (Timpe et al. 2007).
See chapter 2.3 for details.
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The de-linked tracking option makes the tracking system fully independent from the
complexity of the electricity market. Correspondingly, the electricity market is not restricted in its liquidity by the tracking system, as it would be the case in a contract-based
tracking scheme with ex ante specification of attributes.
Figure 4: Principle of de-linked explicit tracking
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The handling of tracking certificates is usually based on electronic registries, in which
the certificates are handled as records in a database. The life cycle of a certificate consists of three simple steps: 18

18

·

Issuing: Based on some form of evidence, e.g. meter readings and registered details of a production device, certificates are issued in the database and are placed
in the registry account of the owner of the device, or a registrant which is acting
on behalf of the owner.

·

Transfer: Certificates can be transferred to other accounts within the registry
where they have been issued, or to other registries, e.g. in other countries. Transfer is an optional step, it may be executed once or several times, but the certificate may also remain in the account in which it was issued.

·

Redemption: The value of a certificate is realised by redeeming it. This means
that the current owner intends to use the attributes which are represented in the
certificate, e.g. for compliance with the disclosure scheme. Upon redemption,
the certificate is removed from the owner’s regular account and is transferred to
a redemption account, where it remains for documentation purposes and may not
be removed.

For more details, see the E-TRACK work package 4 report (Pooley et al. 2007).
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It should be a general principle that the attributes recorded on a certificate may not be
changed after the certificate has been issued.19
Figure 5: Life cycle of a tracking certificate
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The most comprehensive certificate system for electricity in Europe is the European
Energy Certificate System (EECS). On the national level, several European countries
have introduced certificate systems as support schemes in combination with demand
obligations. Examples for such schemes are the “Elcert” system for renewable electricity in Sweden and the Renewable Energy Obligation in the UK.
Whereas under disclosure, certificate systems are currently used mainly for transferring
attributes of RES-E and CHP-E, there is no reason why there should not also be Guarantees of Origin in the form of certificates for any other type of electricity generation
(based on fossil or nuclear energy sources), if there is a requirement or demand for explicit tracking of their attributes.
The potential downside of the de-linked tracking option is that it requires the setting up
and the operation of a certificate system infrastructure. Some stakeholders have argued
that such a system would be too expensive to justify its advantages in comparison to a
contract-based system. 20 A further potential drawback is that a full de-linking of the
attributes from the electricity market would make it very easy to trade attributes back
and forth across Europe. For final consumers, this could mean that the disclosure state19

20

There is one exception to this rule: Under certain conditions it might be possible to split up a certificate into a Guarantee of Origin (for purposes of disclosure) and a separate support certificate (see
chapters 5.4.1 and 5.4.4). After the splitting, both certificates would carry the same basic set of attribute information, but an earmark will be added to the GO in order to record the separation of the support certificate.
This was disproved by the cost assessment in the E-TRACK project, see chapter 7. A fully implemented, reliable contract-based system would most likely incur higher cost than a certificate system.
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ments of retailers could be completely different than they would assume it to be based
on e.g. their own generation or known relationships in the physical market. Although
being fully correct in mathematical terms, such an allocation of attributes might undermine the credibility of the disclosure system among key stakeholders. 21
3.2.2

Implicit Tracking

In contrast to the two options for explicit tracking, implicit tracking is using a single
default set of attributes for purposes of tracking, which is allocated to a large group of
consumers. “Large” in this case means that not only the customers of a single retailer,
but e.g. a significant share of customers in one country is receiving, at least in part, an
identical set of attributes. In this case, no bilateral link is created between generation
and consumption of electricity. Instead of this, averages of attributes from a (potentially
large) group of power plants are being used as attributes for a certain volume of electricity consumption. Such averages might be derived from statistical data.
Figure 6: Principle of implicit tracking
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Implicit tracking is currently only used in relation to the disclosure scheme. The use of
implicit tracking makes sense here, as it has proven practically impossible to cover
100% of any electricity market with explicit tracking. One of the reasons for this is that
every tracking regime has to deal with physical energy imports from regions where
there is no comprehensive tracking system in place. For such imports, some form of
implicit tracking is usually applied. As another example, if tracking is generally linked
to energy contracts, then there will always be parts of the market where a bilateral contractual relationship can not be determined.

21

For a more detailed discussion, see Timpe et al. 2003 and Boardman et al. 2003.
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In many disclosure schemes, explicit tracking is optional and a default set of attributes
for disclosure is provided as an alternative. This means that electricity retailers can
choose to use explicit tracking if they wish. For all energy sales to final consumers
which are not covered by attributes from explicit tracking, they have to use the default
value.
The coexistence of explicit and implicit tracking has a major implication. As already
outlined in chapter 2.5.2, in order to avoid multiple counting of the attributes which are
tracked explicitly, the default value for disclosure must be corrected by all attributes
which have been tracked explicitly. For details of the calculation of a residual mix, see
chapter 5.6.
The use of implicit tracking also has a drawback in terms of informational value of the
disclosure information. All retailers which are only relying on the default set of attributes will show identical company attribute mixes to their customers in their disclosure
statements (fuel mix and emissions). This prevents consumers to choose between suppliers on the basis of the attributes of their electricity. Due to this effect, any disclosure
scheme should try to minimise the use of implicit tracking to the extent possible.
3.2.3

Implications for the Electricity Market

In discussions about tracking electricity attributes, there was often an argument that it
would be difficult to track electricity explicitly which is traded through power exchanges. This argument implies that a contract-based tracking system is in place (because in a de-linked tracking system, the means of trading energy would be irrelevant
for tracking the attributes). In this case, it would be straightforward if the power exchange would apply an ex post contract-based tracking approach. This means that the
exchange collects information on the average attribute mixes from all market participants which have (on average over a month or a year) sold energy to the exchange.
From this, an average “power exchange mix” can be determined, and this mix can be
applied by all market participants which have been net buyers from the exchange over
the respective period. Note however that the E-TRACK standard suggests explicit tracking to be based on Guarantees of Origin in the form of transferable certificates. In this
case, tracking of electricity which is traded through power exchanges is not a problem.
It is a feature of both tracking approaches, explicit and implicit, that the attributes of
electricity are being taken care of by the tracking system. This leaves the physical energy as a commodity, and it is no longer possible to speak of it as having particular
characteristics. This arises naturally from the fact that energy is not identifiable. Often,
the commodity energy is referred to as ‘grey’ energy. Once a comprehensive tracking
system has been established, then all physical energy is grey, and the only way to assign
“colour” (attributes) to this commodity is the use of the tracking system.
This principle can not be emphasised too often. Even after the introduction of a tracking
system, many people continue to assume that the attributes are somehow linked to
physical energy flows, to ownership of plants by retailers or industrial autoproducers, or
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to contracts about physical energy. This way of thinking would result in multiple counting of attributes, and therefore should be overcome.

3.3

Standardised Accounting Units for Explicit Tracking

In the previous section, two models of explicit tracking have been introduced: the contract-based and the de-linked approach. The de-linked model is based on certificates,
which can be allocated between participants in the certificate market independently
from electricity contracts. Certificates are usually standardised in terms of face value
(e.g. 1 MWh) and information content. The contract-based model can be based on different information carriers, which do not have to be standardised.
Both the contract-based and the de-linked tracking models have their advantages. For
disclosure, the contract-based model produces a picture which reflects the ownership of
plants by retailers and the trading arrangements in the electricity market. The de-linked
model has a higher flexibility and can be much better verified, as it is using a central
registry and standardised sets of information. 22 There is no clear preference for one of
the two models in Europe, and many countries are actually accepting both approaches in
parallel.
Reflecting this situation, it would be sensible to create a standardised accounting unit
for explicit tracking, which can be used as a means for contract-based tracking as well
as for de-linked tracking. Actually, this can quite easily be achieved by expanding the
interpretation of the certificates and the registry which are used in the de-linked approach. The key feature of a certificate system is that the transfer of attributes can be
de-linked from electricity contracts. But it is also possible to use the infrastructure of the
de-linked model for contract-based tracking. In this case, the certificates would simply
follow the path of electricity contracts.
In detail, this means that a generator, who wishes to use explicit tracking, requests the
issuing of Guarantees of Origin in the form of certificates for his electricity production.
He then has three options for using the certificate:
1. If the generator intends to use the Guarantees of Origin for his own purposes,
e.g. for the disclosure statement of a retailer, which is an affiliated company,
then he can simply redeem the GO.
2. If he wants to use contract-based tracking in order to allocate the attributes of his
generation to the counterpart of e.g. a bilateral long-term electricity contract, he
can bundle the Guarantees of Origin with the contract for energy. In fact, the
contract with the counterpart would specify that firstly a certain volume of energy will be delivered and secondly, after the issuing of Guarantees of Origin,
the corresponding number of certificates will be submitted to the counterpart.
22

For a more detailed discussion, see the reports from the 4C Electricity project, Timpe et al. 2003 and
Boardman et al. 2003.
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3. If the generator wishes to allocate the attributes of his generation to another
counterpart than the buyer of the physical energy, then he can participate in the
trading of certificates. The transfer of Guarantees of Origin will then be delinked from the contract path for the physical energy.
To complete this picture from the perspective of the generator, there usually also is a
fourth option: to do nothing. In this case the generator has decided to leave the attributes
of his generation to the residual mix, which will be allocated to those retailers who did
not acquire a sufficient volume of attributes to cover their energy sales to final consumers.
The introduction of a certificate system as a standardised accounting system for explicit
tracking has the key benefit that all explicit tracking arrangements can be performed in
one registry. This standardisation simplifies the procedures for explicit tracking, it enhances the reliability of the tracking system and it makes verification much easier.
Based on the data held in the registry, it is also fairly simple to perform the correction of
the overall attribute mix of power generation in the domain into the residual mix. 23
As stated before, the term “Guarantee of Origin” in its broader sense is used throughout
this report for certificates which are associated to electricity disclosure. Note that the
E-TRACK standard requires that RES-E GO and CHP-E GO are integrated into the
explicit tracking system for disclosure. GO for RES-E and CHP-E will thus become part
of a more comprehensive system of Guarantees of Origin for all kinds of electricity generation.

3.4

External Reliable Tracking Systems

So far we have distinguished between explicit tracking systems, which can be implemented based on certificates as standardised accounting units, and implicit tracking,
which should use a residual mix. In principle, these two elements would be sufficient to
set up a tracking system for all relevant schemes. However, in practice a variety of
tracking systems already exist for certain parts of the market,24 some of which will not
simply disappear at the time when a new tracking standard is introduced in Europe.
It must be noted that at least for purposes of disclosure, the relationship of a European
tracking standard to all other allocation mechanisms must be clarified. Because disclosure requires a tracking system which covers 100 % of the electricity market, there may
not be several competing tracking systems in place. Any uncoordinated coexistence of
tracking systems for disclosure purposes would result in multiple counting. This is at
least true in those domains where the tracking standard is being introduced.

23

24

It should be noted that if the certificates are used for contract-based tracking, then the registry contains
very sensitive information about transactions in the energy market. Confidentiality of this information
is a key condition for this type of tracking system.
See chapter 2 for details.
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This means that where possible, all existing tracking systems in these domains should
be integrated into the implementation of the E-TRACK standard. For example, the existing GO systems in the domains joining the E-TRACK standard should become part of
the standard. Also, green power quality labels should use Guarantees of Origin as the
exclusive tool for verification of the origin of electricity instead of own accounting systems.
In practice, however, this will not work in all cases, as there are other tracking systems
which might continue to coexist with the E-TRACK standard at least for a certain period of time:
·

Some national support systems for RES-E or CHP-E facilitate an allocation of
the supported energy production to final consumers in terms of disclosure, which
is not based on GO. For example, the German feed-in mechanism has a separate
procedure of how the supported energy is allocated to retailers on a pro-rata basis.

·

Other national support systems might not be linked to disclosure, but it might
not be possible to integrate them into the concept of a harmonised tracking system as defined by the E-TRACK standard due to political or other practical reasons. The proper handling of support in a European tracking system might require reflecting this coexistence.

·

In some countries, allocation systems have been established for purposes of disclosure which are not compatible with the E-TRACK standard. For example,
Germany has developed a complex ex post contract-based allocation system. In
principle such systems could be implemented based on the standardised accounting unit approach of the E-TRACK standard, but again this might not be possible due to political or pragmatic reasons.

Therefore, it is important that the E-TRACK standard defines the relationship to these
tracking systems. In terms of disclosure, the problem of coexistence of tracking systems
can be solved by taking the attributes covered by these systems into account when calculating the residual mix.
In order to maintain a high level of accuracy and reliability, any Domain wishing to join
the E-TRACK standard but intends to maintain separate tracking systems would have to
prove that these separate systems to not compromise the performance of the tracking
systems under the standard. For such separate tracking systems, the term “External Reliable Tracking System (ERTS)” has been defined.
Criteria which should be applied for the acceptance of the coexistence of ERTS with the
E-TRACK standard are outlined in chapter 5.5.
As stated above, there should be no other tracking system in place in any domain than
the implementation of the E-TRACK standard and ERTS which fulfil the criteria set by
the standard. This is illustrated in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Relationship of External Reliable Tracking Systems to the E-TRACK standard
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3.5

Transfers of Attributes between Domains

The discussion of principles of tracking electricity attributes has so far focused on the
regulations which can be applied within a single domain. However, it is one of the key
objectives of the E-TRACK project to facilitate the cross-border transfer of electricity
attributes. E.g. a certificate issued in one domain should be able to be transferred to another domain and can be redeemed there for one or several schemes. This section deals
with the principles of such transfers.
In order to facilitate the transfer of certificates across the borders of tracking domains, it
is necessary that the information content of the certificates is standardised. This at least
relates to a generic set of information which is relevant for schemes which are relevant
on the European level, e.g. disclosure and target accounting. This requires for example a
joint coding of energy sources, of generation technologies and all other attributes. And
it is not only the data content which must be coordinated, but also its meaning. For example all domains should agree on a joint definition how the electricity generation is
measured at a power plant and whether emissions data includes only CO2 or also the
CO2 equivalents of other greenhouse gases.
A striking example of a lack of coordination is the question whether GO are to be issued
based on gross or net production of electricity. 25 The RES-E Directive does not specify
this detail exactly. However, there is a broad agreement among the issuers of RES-E
GO that these should be based on net production of electricity. 26 The regulations of the

25

26

In this context, net production means the gross production minus the consumption of generation auxiliaries such as pumps, ventilators, coal mills etc., which are required to support the process of electricity (and heat) generation.
This is in line with the meaning which the RES-E Directive assigns to the GO: “(…) to enable producers of electricity from renewable energy sources to demonstrate that the electricity they sell is produced from renewable energy sources (…).” It seems obvious that the part of gross electricity production which is consumed by generation auxiliaries can not be sold by the producer.
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EECS have taken over this view. However, the CHP Directive requires Guarantees of
Origin to be issued based on measurements taken “at the outlet of the main generators”.
This means that CHP-E GO will be issued for gross production of electricity. The difference can be significant, as the consumption of generation auxiliaries can easily be
5 % or more of the gross production.
Besides the generic set of attribute information, which must be included in all certificates, individual domains may determine additional information content to be included
in certificates issued in this domain, which can be based on specific national regulations. However, the existence or absence of such specific information, which would be
beyond the European minimum standard, should not be used as a criterion for accepting
or rejecting imports of certificates from other domains.
Redemptions of certificates for compliance with a certain scheme should take place in
the domain which is facilitating the respective scheme. If a certificate from outside of
the domain is to be used for a scheme, then it must first be imported into the respective
domain and then be redeemed there. It should not be possible to redeem certificates in
one domain and based on this to claim compliance with a scheme in another domain.
This regulation is necessary in order to ensure the control of the relevant scheme authorities over the verification mechanisms used for the schemes under their jurisdiction.
As the certificate allows for de-linking the allocation of attributes from the physical
market for electricity, it would in principle be possible to transfer certificates between
domains which do not have a physical connection between their electricity systems. For
example, GO could be issued for hydropower production in Iceland and could be imported to a European country. Whether such imports are accepted or not is a decision to
be made by the authorities who are governing the different schemes. Guidance from the
Commission could help to come to a joint approach on this in the EU.
Finally, the determination of the residual mix for implicit tracking might also imply
some form of cross-border transfer of attributes. For details, see chapter 5.6.
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The Vision of a Fully Integrated Tracking System

It is a clear requirement that the E-TRACK project has to take into account the tracking
systems which already exist. The recommendation developed in the subsequent chapters
is using them as a starting point for a pragmatic approach to improving the shortfalls of
current tracking regimes and the interaction between the individual schemes.
Before this is developed, this chapter outlines a more visionary approach. The vision is
the result of a search for a most simple and effective tracking mechanism. The vision is
described here as a point for orientation and it is recommended that the evolutionary
development of real tracking systems should aim to move into the direction of this vision. It should be noted that realisation of this vision makes most sense within the
framework of a fully integrated market for electricity in Europe.
The previous chapters have already discussed that a tracking system, if it is meant to
support disclosure as the most comprehensive scheme, should consist of a mechanism
for explicit tracking, supplemented by a residual mix calculation. This calculation could
be based on attributes derived from statistical data on generation, corrected by the attributes which have been covered by explicit tracking and by exports and imports. Plus,
there can be External Reliable Tracking Systems, which have to be taken into account.
All this would happen in regional domains, and the tracking systems in the different
domains would be connected by a joint set of regulations and procedures for the exchange of certificates and other data. This is the basic structure of the E-TRACK standard as it is described in the following chapters. Besides disclosure, it can also manage
support schemes and target accounting.27
Compared to this, the vision of a fully integrated tracking system can be characterised
by the following features:

27

·

Tracking in Europe is managed by a single organisation which is acknowledged
by the Commission and by national governments and regulators. The organisation undertakes regular consultations with market participants and other relevant
stakeholders.

·

Most of the schemes are harmonised on a European level. For disclosure purposes, there is only a single European domain. National differences in support
systems might still exist, but these are coordinated to an extent which allows the
management of tracking for purposes of support on the European level.

·

Guarantees of Origin are issued in the form of electronic certificates for all electricity generation in Europe. For this, all power plants are registered in a single
European registry, and meter readings as well as fuel input information are submitted to the registry on an automated basis. This submission is also used for the

Note that implicit tracking, i.e. the residual mix, is only necessary for disclosure purposes. All other
schemes will use explicit tracking only.
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monitoring and reporting under the EU Emissions Trading System. The registry
produces statistical information both on the European as well as on national levels.

28

·

The standard information content of Guarantees of Origin is harmonised across
Europe. As an option, additional information can be included, e.g. for the verification of compliance with criteria of quality labels for green power.

·

The use of the Guarantees of Origin for purposes of disclosure is optional for
electricity retailers. They can also choose to rely on a residual mix. However, all
product offerings which include a claim of the origin of the electricity or other
disclosure-related information must be based on Guarantees of Origin. In turn
this means that the residual mix may only be used for “standard” products of a
supplier, which are not subject to any claims about the attributes of electricity
generation.

·

In order to use Guarantees of Origin, they must be redeemed.

·

A residual mix is calculated on a European basis. The calculation is based on all
Guarantees of Origin from a calendar year, which have not been redeemed for
purposes of disclosure within a certain period after the end of this compliance
period. These Guarantees of Origin are removed from the market after this deadline (if they also carry other associations, only their disclosure association will
be removed). The use of top-down statistical data on electricity generation and
its attributes is not necessary. The residual mix also reflects imports of electricity and attributes from outside of Europe as well as exports.

·

With regard to support systems for RES-E and CHP-E, each country can choose
to either implement a feed-in system or a quota obligation, or any other support
scheme. The tracking system does not predetermine the design of support
schemes. However, for the implementation of quota obligations, the European
tracking system offers the option for scheme authorities to create support certificates which are separated from Guarantees of Origin.28 It is also possible to use
a single certificate model, where the support association remains bundled with
the GO. Both alternatives of support association of certificates can also be used
for the administration of feed-in and premium support systems.

·

If the production of electricity has received support, then the respective Guarantees of Origin will be earmarked. The earmark includes information on the support system used.

·

If desired, the tracking system can facilitate the verification of sectoral targets on
the European as well as on national levels for electricity production or consump-

The harmonisation of support certificates does not imply that imports of such certificates must be
accepted in all existing support schemes. However, they allow for transparent management of support
and, together with the earmark, to avoid multiple subsidisation of the same instance of electricity.
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tion from certain energy sources or technologies, such as RES-E or highefficient CHP-E.
It is clear that the implementation of such a visionary tracking system would be ambitious. However, based on own analysis and taking into account the results from consultations held in the course of the project, the project team is convinced that this approach
would satisfy the set of criteria for tracking systems, which have been described in
chapter 3.1, in the best possible way.29
However, it must be noted that the implementation of such a system would require the
finalisation of the internal market for electricity and also a more balanced competition
in the electricity market compared to the situation today. Also, many national preferences would have to be overcome to the benefit of a joint European approach.
For the short and medium term, the project has developed a recommendation for a
tracking standard, which allows for an evolutionary development of European tracking
systems into the direction of the vision. This standard is outlined in the following chapters.

29

Details of the analysis of different tracking approaches can be found in the E-TRACK work package 3
report (Timpe et al. 2007).
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5

Fundamentals of the European Tracking Standard

The description of the proposed tracking standard in this report is split into two chapters. This chapter outlines the fundamental features of the standard. In many cases, it
refers to the description of general principles of tracking in chapter 3. Selected details of
the standard and its implementation can be found in chapter 6.

5.1

Purpose of the Standard

A guiding principle for the development of the recommendation from the E-TRACK
project is subsidiarity. Given the variations in national implementations of Guarantees
of Origin, electricity disclosure and support schemes across Europe, a standard can take
on the role of coordinating the individual tracking systems used in different countries,
and harmonising those aspects of tracking which need to be harmonised. This is being
done against the background of a (so far) rather slow integration of the physical electricity market and related regulations into a single internal market for energy. It is clear that
the tracking systems should support this integration, but in the current status of this
process, a single common tracking system for the whole of Europe would not be appropriate.
In this regard, the term “standard” means a consistent framework of regulations, which
describe how a tracking system, which is implemented on a national or regional level,
should be designed in order to work well together with other tracking systems. It can be
expected that the E-TRACK standard (or relevant parts of it) will be implemented in a
group of countries as a starting point, and more countries could join over time.
A European governance organisation such as the current Association of Issuing Bodies
will be required in order to manage the future development of the standard. The standard should not be static, but it should rather be able to adapt to changing framework
conditions and variations in the requirements set by the schemes which are using tracking results. This also includes the possibility to expand the standard to additional
schemes as appropriate, e.g. to heat from renewable energy sources or bioenergy. Obviously, the general principles of the tracking standard should remain unchanged.

5.2

Schemes, Domains and Attributes to be Tracked

The previous chapters have already discussed the different schemes which can make use
of tracking results. The objective of the E-TRACK standard is to facilitate all relevant
tracking requirements in Europe and to integrate them into a consistent and reliable
framework. In practice this means that the standard should be able to implement tracking for purposes of electricity disclosure (including product differentiation such as green
power), different kinds of support systems for electricity from particular fuels and generation technologies such as RES-E and CHP-E and the verification of compliance with
national targets, e.g. for the development of RES-E generation until 2010 (or new targets until 2020).
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Under the E-TRACK standard, tracking is organised in domains. These domains are set
up by the scheme authorities who are governing the individual schemes in a certain geographic region. Typically, there will be one domain per country, and all relevant
schemes in this country can be handled within this domain. However, exceptions are
possible, e.g. in the sense that a separate domain is set up for the management of support systems, because these are managed by a specific authority. All domains operating
under the E-TRACK standard must be defined clearly. There may be only one scheme
authority for each scheme within a domain. This authority appoints an Issuing Body as
the main operator of the tracking system in the domain as well as other service providers.
In order to use the E-TRACK standard, a scheme will have to define certain compliance
periods. This means that the use of attributes from a certain instance of electricity generation will be limited to a certain period. For example, disclosure information typically
relates to a calendar year.
Under the European Energy Certificate System, there is no general limitation of the lifetime of a certificate. The definition of such restrictions has been left to the scheme authorities by intention. 30 However, there are restrictions for the duration of the issuing
process: The period between meter readings may not be longer than one year, and the
issuing of certificates may not be later than one year after the end of the production period.
The E-TRACK standard suggests using stricter timelines for Guarantees of Origin. The
objective behind this is that disclosure information given to consumers with a reference
to the preceding year should in principle be based on attributes from electricity generation from that period, and not partly from previous years. This supports a “true” picture
of the electricity supply and is also relevant for the calculation of the residual mix, see
chapter 5.6.
In order to achieve this, the standard requires meter reading at least at calendar year
ends. In addition, the association of a certificate to the disclosure scheme will generally
expire after a certain period after the end of the year in which the underlying electricity
was generated. The proposal for the duration of this period is three months (see Figure
8). This period is granted in order to allow for the issuing, trading, transfer and redemption of certificates, including those which relate to electricity generation at the end of
the compliance period.
There may be specific reasons which require exceptions from this rule. For example, in
some cases the time span between the production of electricity and the issuing of certificates can be much longer than usual. This can relate to very small plants, which need
several months to produce one MWh of electricity, which is the standard face value of
certificates. Other examples are complex plant configurations, e.g. those using different
types of fuels such as biomass co-firing in fossil power plants. In this case, the determi30

With regard to disclosure, there are usually no such limitations in current national regulations.
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nation of the number of certificates to be issued and the detailed attributes can take
more time. Such exceptions from the rule above should be subject to approval by the
scheme authority. They will usually relate to small shares of total power production, and
therefore their impact on the total accuracy of the tracking system in terms of allocation
to compliance periods will be limited.
Other forms of “banking” of Guarantees of Origin (i.e. carrying forward certificates to
the next compliance period) should not be allowed.31 “Borrowing” (i.e. the option to use
certificates which do not yet exist, but will be produced in the following compliance
period) should also not be permitted.
For a more detailed schedule of the administration of the disclosure scheme see chapter
8.4.
Figure 8: Limitation of the lifetime of disclosure associations of certificates

On this date, all GO relating to
production in 2008 will be
removed from the registry
accounts.
e.g.
1 Jan 2008

e.g.
1 Jan 2009

e.g.
1 April 2009

time
Period for
accounting
etc.

Compliance period
(e.g. calendar year)

The period to which the
disclosure statements
will relate to.

Last period for issuing, transfer
and redemption activities
related to production in 2008.

“GO” is used as a synonym for certificates with a disclosure association.
The next compliance period will start immediately after the end of the previous one.

The set of attributes which needs to be conveyed by tracking systems is defined by the
schemes which are using tracking results. In order to reduce the barriers for cross-border
tracking of attributes, all scheme authorities should agree on a common minimum set of
31

This should at least be the case for disclosure, in order to give a true picture of electricity generation in
the compliance period to consumers and regulators. Support schemes might allow for some form of
banking or for a longer lifetime of the support association of certificates in order to balance out the
natural variations in RES-E generation in relation to e.g. a fixed obligation.
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information, which should be provided by the tracking systems in all domains. If required, this list can be expanded for certain national purposes. However, any tracking
information (being a certificate or residual mix information) consisting of the minimum
list of attributes should be accepted within all countries which are using the E-TRACK
standard at least for disclosure purposes. A proposal for a minimum set of attributes and
some optional additions to it can be found in Annex 1.

5.3

Accepted Tracking Mechanisms

Based on the considerations in chapter 3, the following mechanisms are accepted under
the E-TRACK standard:
·

Electronic tracking certificates which are managed in central registries

·

External Reliable Tracking Systems

·

Residual Mix

In order to prevent the multiple counting of attributes, no other tracking mechanisms
should be in place in those domains (and for those schemes) which are using the
E-TRACK standard.
The three mechanisms are addressed in the chapters below.

5.4
5.4.1

Electronic Tracking Certificates
Associations of Certificates to Schemes

The European Energy Certificate System currently uses a single certificate system,
where only one transferable certificate may be issued in relation to an instance of electricity generation. So far all EECS certificates are associated to the disclosure scheme.
In some countries, e.g. in Poland, Guarantees of Origin can also be used for support, i.e.
the support association is linked to the GO. This is a simple and reliable system design,
which is easy to understand and allows simple safeguards against multiple counting.
However, there might be situations where the schemes which are using tracking results
might require the use of the attributes at different points in time (e.g. based on different
compliance periods) or by different actors. For example, the disclosure scheme requires
retailers to redeem certificates (or to use the residual mix), whereas the support scheme
might require generators to redeem certificates in return for a premium payment.
This issue has practical relevance mostly in those countries which have implemented
support systems based on quota obligations, and which are using support certificates
which are not linked to GO. In order to avoid multiple counting between GO and such
separate support certificates, the support certificates must be defined and understood as
a purely financial instrument, which has no relation to electricity disclosure, green products etc. Such systems exist e.g. in the UK and in Wallonia in Belgium, and Sweden
will probably clarify the definition of its “Elcert” certificates in a similar way.
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Reflecting this framework, the E-TRACK standard provides for two alternative systems.
Each scheme authority can decide to either set up a domain with a single certificate system (as it is the current standard in EECS) or to allow for the separation of support certificates from the Guarantees of Origin. In the latter case, two certificates can be issued
from a single instance of generation.32
Details for this separation should be regulated by the support scheme authority. In any
case, if support certificates are separated, they must also be managed in a tracking system under the E-TRACK standard. The scheme authority must make sure that the two
types of certificates are distinguished clearly from each other so that one type can not be
redeemed for other schemes than it was issued for. This also includes appropriate communication of the differences between the two schemes and the related certificates towards market participants and the general public. If these conditions can not be met to a
satisfactory degree, then the separation of support certificates from Guarantees of Origin
should not be accepted.
In case that a domain requires the associations of certificates to disclosure and support
to remain bundled in single certificates, then this domain may apply an “import filter”.
This filter could refuse the import of Guarantees of Origin if separate support certificates have been issued. However, the exporting party should be allowed to re-bundle the
support certificate and the Guarantee of Origin into a single certificate for purposes of
export, and this should be accepted by that domain. Obviously, this requires that both
certificates have remained under the ownership of the same market participant.33
If a country has agreed that exports of Guarantees of Origin can be accounted to the
target of the country in which the GO is redeemed and that it will not use the underlying
generation for compliance with its own target then the GO can be issued with a target
association. This is in line with the guidelines from the Commission on the use of Guarantees of Origin in relation to target accounting (COM(2004) 366 final). As long as
these guidelines remain unchanged, the target association can only be placed on the
Guarantee of Origin and not on a support certificate.
Note that the introduction of support certificates under the E-TRACK standard does not
necessarily mean that these certificates should be mutually accepted between European
countries. This would require far reaching coordination of support schemes and their
eligibility criteria, which is outside of the scope of the E-TRACK project.

32

33

For details on the so-called “multi-certificate” approach see the E-TRACK Work Package 3 report
(Timpe et al. 2007).
In practical terms this means that a country can prevent the import of subsidised Guarantees of Origin
which would outcompete domestic GO, for which no similar support might be given. Note that the
RES-E and CHP Directives require any refusal to accept the import of GO to be based on objective,
transparent and non-discriminatory criteria.
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Issuing of Certificates

The participation of a generator in the certificate scheme is voluntary. Prior to issuing
certificates, the owner of the production device must have his plant registered. This usually requires an audit of documentation on the production device by an accreditation
body, which might also include a physical inspection.
During registration, the procedures for calculating the correct number of certificates to
be issued based on meter readings will be specified. Generally, issuing of certificates
with associations to disclosure will be based on net production of electricity, i.e. the
gross production minus the consumption of generation auxiliaries. This is in line with
the intended use of the certificates: to demonstrate the origin of electricity consumed by
final consumers. However, as already mentioned in chapter 3.5, the CHP Directive requires GO for CHP-E to be issued based on gross generation. It will be a condition for
acceptance of a GO scheme for CHP into the E-TRACK standard that appropriate
measures are taken to compensate for this inconsistency. 34
During the period of registration of a production device, a continuous reading of meters
must be maintained. However, the owner of the production device can decide for which
part of the electricity production certificates shall be issued. By default, the issuing of
certificates should be done on the basis of calendar months. For complex plant configurations, including multi-fuel plants, more detailed meter readings and information on
fuel type and volumes might be required.
Production devices which are registered for one or more schemes should be audited on a
regular basis, usually not less than every five years. The audit might rely on existing
procedures, if these are sufficient to ensure that the characteristics of the plant have not
changed. Devices with complex configurations, including multi-fuel plants, will require
more frequent audits, including a verification of the additional information which was
used for the issuing of certificates. For standardised small production devices a simplified audit based on existing documentation will be sufficient. Auditing procedures already in operation, e.g. for purposes of taxation, should be used for the tracking system
if possible.
In general, certificates issued under the E-TRACK standard should record any relevant
support system which has been used for the production of electricity. This can be investment support, like direct subsidies or tax exemptions, or support for the production
of electricity, such as feed-in or premium payments or the issuing of support certificates
for quota obligations. In order to create transparency on support, a list of support
schemes which are treated as “relevant” should be developed and maintained by the
European governance organisation which manages the E-TRACK standard.

34

For example, the operator of the CHP plant can be required to redeem a number of GO for CHP-E
which corresponds to the volume of electricity consumed by the auxiliaries of his production device.
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Two cases of support are relevant in this context:
1. If the support is not facilitated by support certificates operated under the
E-TRACK standard, which is true e.g. for typical feed-in systems, then support
received should be recorded in the form of an “earmark”, which will be visible
to all potential buyers and users of the Guarantee of Origin.
2. If the support is facilitated by support certificates under the E-TRACK standard,
then the earmark will only be required if a separate support certificate has been
issued. This can either happen at the time of issuing of the certificate with the
other associations or in the case that a single certificate is split up into the Guarantee of Origin and a support certificate at a later point in time.35
The earmark is meant to create transparency about used support systems in the tracking
system. It should contain a reference number which allows identifying the support
scheme(s) which have been used. This is useful for authorities of other support schemes,
which can issue regulations about the support systems which may be used in accumulation to a specific scheme. The earmark information might also be valuable for consumers, who might give certificates different market values based on whether they have
received certain types of support or not.
5.4.3

Transfers of Certificates

All certificates under the E-TRACK standard are held exclusively in electronic registries. As a general rule there should be not more than one registry per domain.
Market participants can have access to their account in the registry through the Internet.
Appropriate security measures should be applied. Transfers of certificates must be initiated by their current owner.
Chapter 3.3 has already explained that certificates are a suitable instrument for all applications of explicit tracking. If desired, ex ante contract-based tracking can be implemented by bundling the transfer of certificates with electricity contracts.
Under the E-TRACK standard transfers of Guarantees of Origin remain restricted to
those domains, whose electricity systems are physically connected. This implies that
disclosure under the standard will always be based on attributes of electricity which in
principle could have been delivered physically to the respective consumers.36 Other re-

35

36

Note that it should not be possible to issue support certificates ex post, i.e. after the issuing of the
Guarantee of Origin.
In theory, this restriction would not be necessary, as it would technically be possible to expand a fully
reliable and accurate tracking system to domains which have no physical connection between their
electricity systems. The reason for imposing this restriction is a purely pragmatic one and is related to
the credibility of tracking results from the perspective of final consumers, which usually are not experts in electricity markets and the concept of de-linked tracking. Such consumers might simply lose
confidence in a tracking scheme which presents attributes from a power plant in e.g. Australia to consumers in Europe.
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strictions might be imposed by the scheme authorities within the framework of national
and EU legislation.
5.4.4

Redemptions of Certificates

Redemption is a very important step in the lifetime of certificates, and proper regulations on redemption are crucial for the design of a reliable tracking system. This is true
although the RES-E and CHP Directives do not refer to this step nor do they specify
detailed regulations.
Under the E-TRACK standard, redemption is initiated by the owner of a certificate.
Two generic types of redemption must be distinguished:
1. In the standard situation, the owner intends to redeem all associations to
schemes which a certificate has. In this case, redemption means that the certificate will be removed from the owner’s account and will be transferred into a redemption account in the respective registry.
2. In the specific case that the owner intends to redeem only part of the associations
to schemes which a certificate has, scheme authorities may allow the certificate
to be split up into a Guarantee of Origin and a separate support certificate if certain conditions are met.37 After the splitting, both certificates would carry the
same basic set of attribute information. In order to record the separation of the
support certificate, an earmark must be added to the GO. The owner can then
choose to either redeem the GO or the support certificate or both at a time.
In both cases, the fact of the redemption, a selection of the attributes represented by the
redeemed certificate and the associations for which the certificate was redeemed can be
documented on a redemption statement.38 This statement is issued by the Issuing Body
or the registry operator and is non-transferable. It has the same function as a receipt, and
therefore it must mention the owner of the redeemed certificate. In order to prevent multiple use of the redemption statement, it must also specify a meaningful redemption purpose (e.g. ‘”Green power product X of retailer Y in year Z”). This information must be
entered in the database by the owner when initiating the redemption. The format and
minimum information content of the statement is standardised across all domains.
It must be noted that at least for the disclosure scheme, the lifetime of the association of
certificates to this scheme will be limited under the E-TRACK standard.39 This is a requirement for the proper calculation of the residual mix. Once an association has
reached the end of its lifetime, it will automatically be removed from the certificate. In
case that the respective certificate had only this association, then the certificate will be
moved to the redemption account of the registry. Attributes of certificates whose asso37
38

39

See chapter 5.4.1 for details.
It is also possible to make information on redeemed certificates available only through the registry. In
this case, redemption statements are not necessary.
See chapter 5.2.
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ciation to disclosure has reached its maximum lifetime will be used for the residual mix
and no redemption statement will be issued to the owner of the certificate.

5.5

External Reliable Tracking Systems

When introducing the E-TRACK standard in a domain, then it should be the first priority to integrate all tracking systems, which are already in existence in this domain, into
one consistent tracking system under the standard. Chapter 3.4 has already explained
that under a pragmatic approach to introducing a tracking standard in Europe, this will
not always be possible and therefore, there will be some form of coexistence between
tracking systems at least for an interim period. It is important that the E-TRACK standard defines the relationship to these tracking systems.
The term External Reliable Tracking Systems (ERTS) has been defined for tracking
systems which exist in parallel to the implementation of the E-TRACK standard in a
certain domain and which fulfil a set of criteria with regard to their reliability, both in
terms of internal operation and in relation to the tracking standard. Typically, ERTS are
administrated by governmental bodies, e.g. for implementing a support system.
Criteria for the acceptance of the coexistence of ERTS with the E-TRACK standard
could include:
·

The ERTS should be accurate and reliable in its allocation of attributes.
This means that the attributes of generation covered by the ERTS are clearly
allocated to their final use. In case of disclosure, this means an allocation to
final consumption of electricity, whereas for support the allocation might be
to obliged actors or to a support scheme authority. No attributes may be lost
or counted more than once.

·

If an ERTS is facilitating disclosure, including product differentiation and green
power quality labelling, then it should be able to satisfy the related requirements
on information content.
The ERTS should provide all the necessary information to final suppliers to
meet their disclosure obligation.

·

The ERTS should be able to exclude multiple counting in relation to Guarantees
of Origin, including RES-E GO and CHP-E GO.
This means that for any production device and for any production period, it
should be clear whether the generation attributes are covered by a certain
ERTS or not, and if yes, in association to which schemes. This allows the
tracking system under the E-TRACK standard to exclude multiple issuing.
ERTS should verify whether Guarantees of Origin have been issued under
the E-TRACK standard and may not double issue.
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The ERTS should be able to exclude multiple counting in relation to the Residual Mix under the E-TRACK standard.
This means that the body which is responsible for determining the Residual
Mix should have a complete overview on all generation which is covered by
ERTS for purposes of disclosure, and the related generation attributes. This
also implies that ERTS should not expand across several disclosure domains
without appropriate coordination between the corresponding system administrators.

·

If an ERTS is facilitating the issuing of support certificates, then it should avoid
the wrong use of these certificates for disclosure as well as multiple counting of
the underlying electricity generation for other support schemes.
The ERTS should enable all market participants and regulatory bodies to
clearly distinguish these support certificates from Guarantees of Origin.
This includes a clear communication of the support system and its relation
to disclosure. Multiple counting should also be prevented in relation to other
(exclusive) support systems.

Under the condition that these requirements are met, the coexistence of the ERTS with
the tracking system under the E-TRACK standard can be managed. Most importantly,
all electricity attributes covered by these systems for purposes of disclosure must be
taken into account when calculating the residual mix.
In order to avoid multiple counting of attributes, tracking systems which do not meet
these requirements should be modified in such a way that they can be integrated into the
E-TRACK standard. This applies specifically to the tracking methods used by most
quality labels for green power which are operated by private or public entities. These
labels can increase their reliability by using the tracking mechanism established under
the E-TRACK standard. However, this might require the standard to convey additional
information on the Guarantees of Origin, which is required for the operation of such
labels.
In order to maintain a high level of accuracy and reliability, any Domain wishing to join
the E-TRACK standard but intending to maintain separate tracking systems, would have
to prove that these separate systems satisfy the criteria for ERTS and do not compromise the performance of the tracking systems under the standard.
It must be emphasised again that it would be desirable to integrate all tracking systems
into the E-TRACK standard in the longer term. This would help to reduce the complexity of tracking procedures, and to avoid errors.
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5.6

Residual Mix Calculation

The residual mix is one of the key elements of the E-TRACK standard. It has already
been mentioned in many chapters in this report. This section summarises the regulations
how the residual mix should be calculated and how it should be used.
As stated already in section 3.2, electricity disclosure requires a tracking mechanism
which covers 100% of the electricity market. Under practical framework conditions this
requires the introduction of a residual mix. Even more relevant, in order not to be too
rigorous, the standard does not require electricity generators, traders or retailers to use
explicit tracking. If they wish, they can simply rely on the residual mix.40
Note that the residual mix is only relevant for the scheme of disclosure. It serves as a
default set of disclosure attributes which can be used by retailers in case that they do not
have a sufficient volume of attributes available from explicit tracking in order to cover
their sales to final consumers.
The residual mix should always be related to a certain geographic region. This region
may consist of one or several disclosure domains. However, if there are several disclosure domains within a residual mix region, then they all have to use the same mix. 41 Due
to the slow integration of the national electricity markets into a single internal market
for electricity, it seems acceptable that most countries have chosen to determine default
sets of attributes for disclosure on a national level. A regional approach is so far only
used by some Scandinavian countries. However, as outlined in the vision of a fully integrated tracking system in chapter 4, a single European residual mix should be the ultimate objective on the longer run. This would reflect an internal market for electricity,
and it would reduce the complex arrangements, which need to be taken in order to deal
with exports and imports between national or regional residual mix regions.
5.6.1

Simplified Calculation of the Residual Mix

In order to start with a simple picture, this section assumes a domain which has no connection to the outside world and which is fully self-sufficient in terms of energy supply.
In this case, the residual mix is meant to consist of the attributes of electricity generation
in this domain, which have not been covered by explicit tracking.

40

41

As it has been explained in section 3.2.2, the excessive use of implicit tracking, based on the residual
mix, is counterproductive to the informational value of tracking results for consumers. Therefore generators and retailers should be encouraged to use explicit tracking wherever possible. As the standard
leaves the choice to the market participants, regulators should monitor the use of the residual mix, and
corrective action should be taken if necessary.
See the Scandinavian case described in chapter 2.5.2, where this is currently not achieved.
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The mechanisms which must be taken into account in this situation are:
·

Guarantees of Origin issued

·

Guarantees of Origin expired (i.e. not used until the end of the lifetime of their
disclosure association)

·

Electricity generation covered by ERTS

All of this relates to attributes from electricity generation in a single compliance period,
usually a calendar year. The calculation of the residual mix will take place after the lifetime of the disclosure association of certificates which originate from this period has
expired.
The residual mix will be calculated based on the following procedure:
Attributes from all power generation in the Domain
- Attributes from all Guarantees of Origin issued in the Domain
- Attributes from power generation covered by ERTS
+ Attributes from expired Guarantees of Origin
= Residual mix in the Domain
Note that the residual mix consists both of a set of attributes for disclosure (shares of
different fuels sources used for power generation, CO2 emissions per kWh generated,
nuclear waste produced per kWh generated) as well as a total volume of electricity generation which is represented by the residual mix. This information must be carried
through all the steps of the calculation above, and the final residual mix will be calculated as an average of the attributes from the different lines of the calculation above,
which is weighted with the respective volumes.
In order to avoid multiple counting, it is a principle that the residual mix should only be
used for disclosure of an electricity volume which is equivalent to the volume of attributes in the residual mix.
The principle of accounting for electricity volumes for disclosure is displayed in the
following example, which uses generic energy units instead of TWh or GWh. Note also
that for reasons of simplicity, the impact of line losses and balancing power has been
neglected in this example.
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Table 1:

Example for a calculation of the volume of the residual mix in a single domain

Item
Energy generation
Energy consumption
GO issued
GO expired
(not used until deadline)
GO used for disclosure
Volume covered by ERTS
Domestic residual mix
Attributes available
in the domain (final)

Domain A
Remark
units
120 (data observed in the market)
120 (data observed in the market)
95 (data observed in the market)
10
85
15
20

(data observed in the market)
GO issued - GO expired
(data observed in the market)
Generation - GO issued + GO expired - ERTS

120 GO avail. in domain + domestic residual + ERTS

Simplified illustration. Figures are given in generic energy units.
“GO” is used as a synonym for certificates with a disclosure association.

As can be seen from the table above, the total of the volumes of the certificates which
have been used for disclosure in the domain plus the volume of generation covered by
ERTS plus the domestic residual mix is equivalent to the total energy consumption in
the Domain.
5.6.2

Calculation of the Residual Mix Including Exports and Imports

The picture becomes more complex if the interaction of several domains is analysed,
which are connected both in terms of their energy systems as well as in their certificate
markets. We now have to deal with exports and imports of physical energy and of Guarantees of Origin. This means that the simple balance between the attributes available for
disclosure in a Domain and the total energy consumption in the Domain, which we
could see in the previous section, no longer exists.
There are several regulations in different European countries on how imports and exports of physical energy should be treated in terms of disclosure, if this energy is not
matched by a corresponding import of attributes.42 Most of these regulations assign a
certain default set of attributes to imported energy. Three typical approaches can be distinguished, and all of them have certain shortfalls:
a) The importing country uses the average attributes of power generation in the exporting country. This widespread approximation is usually not correct, as part of
the generation will be covered by explicit tracking or ERTS. Because it is mostly
the RES-E and CHP-E generation which is using explicit tracking and ERTS,
this approximation leads to a multiple counting error which over-estimates the
total volume of RES-E and CHP-E.

42

Such matching would only happen if the exporter and the importer had concluded a contract under a
contract-based tracking arrangement. Such contracts are sometimes used for transfers of green power
across borders. Under the E-TRACK standard this would require the transfer of certificates in a bundle with the energy.
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b) The importing country uses the attributes of the residual mix in the exporting
country. This approach avoids the multiple counting error mentioned above.
However, it leads to a “hen and egg” problem, because the residual mix in the
exporting country will usually depend on the attributes of imports from third
countries into this country. Solving this problem would in theory be possible,
but is unrealistic under practical conditions. A remedy might be to use only a
domestic residual mix of the exporting country, which ignores the contributions
of the exports and imports of this country. This approach might result in an acceptable error margin under the condition that the shares of exports and imports
are low. However, with a growing integration of national energy markets, this
will rarely be the case.
c) A third approach would use a regional average attribute mix, e.g. the UCTE or
Nordel system mix for imports. It is clear that this approach can not be correct,
as in all of these systems, a large part of the attributes are allocated based on
Guarantees of Origin, ERTS or national residual mix calculations.
In all of these cases, the assumed attributes for the imported energy can either be assigned to the disclosure portfolio of the importer (if the importer is not simply an energy
trader) or added to the importing countries’ residual mix.
It should be noted that the approaches a) and b) are assuming that all European countries are using a contract-based tracking approach. Under the framework of the
E-TRACK standard this will not be the case. Both approaches also assume that the
country of origin of the export is known. This will be the exception rather than the rule:
The country of origin will only be known to the importer (and not to a regulator etc.),
and only in the case of a bilateral contract which is concluded directly with the generator. Most of the energy trading is using intermediaries, and individual contracts have no
relation to the country of electricity production. On the other hand, the statistics on
cross-border energy flows, as they are published e.g. by UCTE, can only show the bilateral energy flow between neighbouring countries. These flows do not allow for the identification of the exporting country, as many contracts overlap, energy often has to transit
other countries on the way from the exporter to the importer and even the paths of these
flows can not be defined clearly in the complex transmission system structure in
Europe.
Similar to the problems of dealing with “grey” energy imports, the transfer of Guarantees of Origin across borders also leads to problems. It has become clear already in
chapter 2.5.2 that domains which are exporting GO should reflect this export in their
domestic disclosure. However, as the example in this chapter has demonstrated, an export of GO from one country to another, which is not accompanied by the respective
physical energy flow, will lead to a shortage of attributes in the exporting country and a
surplus of attributes in the importing country. In reality this picture is much more complex, as GO are transferred between many different countries at a time.
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The German electricity industry has issued a recommendation which asks importers of
Guarantees of Origin, which are not matched by physical imports, to return their company disclosure mix to the exporter of the GO. 43 However, this recommendation can not
ensure that the information which is sent back to the exporter is actually being used.
This could be difficult in practice, as the exporter might be a trader who does not have
to produce own disclosure statements. It would also be complex to implement the German recommendation in a situation where market participants in several countries are
trading GO back and forth, so that the final buyer of a certificate might have no contact
point in the country where the certificate was issued. In principle, there could be a regulation that all transfers of Guarantees of Origin must be in the form of swaps, i.e. the
exporter must receive a corresponding amount of other GO in return. However, this
would be a severe restriction to trading, and it would solve only one part of the balancing problem (the part related to attribute transfers).
To summarise this discussion, there is a challenge to balance the volumes of attributes
and physical energy in individual disclosure domains. An imbalance can result either
from a net import or export of physical energy, or from cross-border transfers of Guarantees of Origin. 44 With the increasing integration of the electricity markets in Europe,
this balancing problem will become more and more relevant.
The E-TRACK project has developed an approach for correcting the residual mix,
which can ensure that the balances between energy and attributes in the domains are
maintained.
In a situation with exports and imports of energy and attributes, the following mechanisms must be taken into account for calculating the residual mix in a Domain:

43
44

·

Energy exports and imports

·

Guarantees of Origin issued

·

Guarantee of Origin exports and imports

·

Guarantees of Origin expired in the Domain

·

Electricity generation covered by ERTS

See VDEW 2005.
To be precise: An imbalance occurs in a domain if the total of energy imports and exports does not
match the total of attribute imports and exports.
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The residual mix for a domain including the balancing of exports and imports will be
calculated based on the following procedure:
Attributes from all power generation in the domain
-

Attributes from all Guarantees of Origin issued in the domain
(this includes the certificates which have been exported)

-

Attributes from power generation covered by ERTS

+

Attributes from expired Guarantees of Origin (this includes the
certificates which have been imported, but have not been used)

+/- An adjustment of the attribute volumes in the domain with a
superior European attribute mix
=

Residual mix in the Domain

Again, this calculation should be applied to the set of attributes for disclosure as well as
to the volume of electricity generation which is represented by the residual mix. The
final residual mix will be calculated as a weighted average of the attributes from the
different lines of the calculation.
The new element compared to the simplified case (with only a single domain) in the
previous section is the superior European attribute mix which is overarching all domains
under the E-TRACK standard. This is a pool of attributes, which collects all the surplus
attributes from countries which are “long” in attributes, calculates a “second stage residual mix” as a weighted average of these attributes and allocates this attribute mix to
those domains which are “short” in attributes. This is illustrated in the figure below.
Figure 9: Relation between disclosure domains and the superior European attribute
mix
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Provided that rules apply which address the impact of line losses and balancing power,
the total balance of energy and attributes should match across Europe. However, there
will always be imports and exports of energy (and potentially also of attributes) with
regions which do not (yet) apply the E-TRACK standard. In these cases, the domestic
residual mix could be applied, although this is not a fully correct solution. This makes
clear that the E-TRACK standard will work best if all countries in Europe which have
interconnected electricity systems and exchange relevant volumes of electricity and/or
attributes use the standard. This would significantly reduce errors in the handling of
exports and imports.
The following example displays a model for the accounting of the volumes of the residual mixes in case of three connected domains. Again, for reasons of simplicity, the impact of line losses and balancing power has been neglected.
Table 2:

Example for a calculation of the volumes of the residual mixes in three connected domains

No. Item
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

Energy generation
Total net energy imports
Total net energy exports
Energy consumption
GO issued
Total net GO imports
Total net GO exports
GO expired
(8) (not used until deadline)

Domain A Domain B Domain C
units
units
units
120
80
60
0
10
20
20
0
10
100
90
70
95
60
40
20
10
20
30
20
0
10

5

5

(9) GO used for disclosure
(10) Volume covered by ERTS

75
15

45
5

55
5

(11) Domestic residual mix
Attributes available in
(12) the domain (provisional)
(13) Demand for attributes
(14) Export to EU residual mix
(15) Import from EU residual mix
Corrected residual mix
(16) in the domain
Attributes available
(17) in the domain (final)
Balance with
energy consumption

20

20

20

110
100
10
0

70
90
0
20

80
70
10
0

10

40

10

100

90

70

ok

ok

Total
Formula
units
260
30
30
260 (1)+(2)-(3)
195
50
50

Remark
(data observed in the market)
(data observed in the market)
(data observed in the market)
Generation + imports - exports
(data observed in the market)
(data observed in the market)
(data observed in the market)

20

(data observed in the market)
GO issued + imports
175 (5)+(6)-(7)-(8) - exports - expired
(data observed in the market)
Generation - GO issued
60 (1)-(5)+(8)-(10) + GO expired - ERTS
GO avail. in domain
260 (9)+(10)+(11) + dom. residual (provis.) + ERTS
260 (4)
equal to energy consumption
20 (12)-(13)
Attributes available - demand (if >0)
20 (13)-(12)
Demand - attributes available (if >0)
Dom. residual mix - EU export
60 (11)-(14)+(15) + EU import
GO avail. in domain
260 (9)+(10)+(16) + corr. residual in domain + ERTS

ok

Simplified illustration. Figures are given in generic energy units.
“GO” is used as a synonym for certificates with a disclosure association.

For the calculation of volumes above, the individual export and import transactions between two domains have been offset into net transfers in the one or the other direction.
Finally, it should be noted again that a residual mix region can span across several disclosure domains, as long as the same residual mix is used in all of these domains. In this
case, the term “domain” in the examples above applies to residual mix regions, not to
the individual domains which they may contain.
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Implementation Details of the Tracking Standard
Data Requirements

In order to operate a tracking system under the E-TRACK standard, it is necessary to
collect data on electricity generation and consumption as well as on energy sources used
for generation, related emissions and nuclear waste produced. This information is necessary for the disclosure scheme, and support schemes might require tracking of additional attributes. The general approach to this should be to use existing data sources
where possible, in order to keep the additional costs of tracking low. Actually, nearly all
of the data required are already there. For example, energy production data can usually
be taken from the settlement systems in the energy market. However in some cases the
data might not be easily accessible for the purposes of tracking. This could require the
adjustment of current regulations on ownership of data. Also, the timelines for collection of data would have to be harmonised.
Obviously, protection of the data and confidentiality in data processing are key requirements for any tracking system.

6.2

Treatment of Losses and Balancing Power

In most of this report, the impact of line losses and balancing power on the tracking
system and the balancing of markets have been ignored in order not to make the discussions too complex. However, in reality, these issues need to be dealt with.
Depending on the topography of the electricity systems, the line losses make up between 4% and 10% of the electricity generation. Most of the losses occur in the distribution system, whereas the transmission systems with their higher voltages have losses of
around 0,5% - 1%. Obviously, the result of line losses is that electricity generation is
slightly higher than final consumption over a compliance period.
Balancing power is the short-term variation in production which balances out the realtime differences between scheduled generation by power plants and the actual load
curves of consumption. There are also long-term and short-term energy storage plants
such as pumped hydro. Innovative types of storage will become more important in the
future, as higher shares of intermittent power generation will have to be managed in
energy systems. All energy storage facilities are incurring some form of losses, which
also can have an influence on the balance between attributes and energy.
In case balancing power is produced in power plants, then the attributes of this power
generation can be managed in the tracking system just like any other generation. Energy
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consumption by energy storage plants, which is turned into energy at a later point in
time, can be ignored by the tracking system. 45
The line losses as well as losses in energy storage plants could be regarded as covered
by the residual mix (which would disturb the balance between energy and attributes in a
domain). Alternatively, the operators of electricity systems and storage plants could be
required to acquire attributes just like any retailer or large consumer.
This decision should be taken by the scheme authorities for disclosure. A coordinated
approach in all domains would be desirable.

6.3

Registry Structures

The E-TRACK standard will be introduced in a framework which is characterised by
domains which are usually defined on the national level, and by the existence of typically one registry per domain. This is the structure which is being operated by the Association of Issuing Bodies (AIB) in the European Energy Certificate System.
Up to now the AIB has been using a peer-to-peer communication between its registries.
This means that each registry must maintain an interface to each other registry. All these
communication channels must be maintained, and every time when there are changes to
the data structures, the interfaces must undergo new testing. New domains entering the
system must develop and test their bilateral interfaces with all existing registries.
Currently, the AIB is preparing to switch from this peer-to-peer structure to a more centralised communication structure. This will be realised based on a central communication hub, to which all the individual registries will maintain a single bilateral connection
only. This new structure will be much easier to maintain, and it will reduce the costs
both for the operation of existing domains as well as for the entry of new domains with
their registries.
It must be noted that new domains do not necessarily have to develop their own registry
systems. There are now a number of tested systems available on the market, and several
domains can even share the operation of a registry. These developments will also reduce
the costs for tracking.

45

This means that of course, energy production from pumped hydro storage plants can not be treated as
hydro power generation. However, many storage plants also have a certain share of natural inflow,
and the related energy production should be treated in the tracking system as hydropower generation.
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Actors and Governance Structures
Actors Within a Domain

The relevant actors within the domain of a tracking system are:
Scheme Authority
The scheme authority is responsible for the scheme, for which tracking results are going
to be used. Typically, this role is fulfilled by a government ministry or the energy regulator. The scheme authority controls the eligibility criteria (e.g. for a support scheme) as
well as the verification of compliance (e.g. with the disclosure obligation). It also appoints and supervises the service providers (at least the issuing body, but mostly also the
registry operator, accreditation bodies and data collectors). Finally, the scheme authority
will have to ensure that sufficient funding is provided for the services required, and that
the costs are distributed in an adequate manner (see chapter 7).
There can be several domains in a country or geographic region with different scheme
authorities. However, this requires coordination of the schemes in order to be consistent.
Market participants
The typical roles of actors who are actively using the tracking system are: Generator,
trader, electricity retailer and (large) consumer. Quite often, these roles are not separated, i.e. a generator might be affiliated to a retailer. Most market participants are active both in the electricity market as well as in tracking attributes. However, there might
be traders who are only participating in the certificate market. The scheme authorities
and the issuing bodies should undertake regular consultations with market participants
and other relevant stakeholders in order to collect and discuss their views on the tracking system and its operation.
Issuing Body
This is the organisation which operates the tracking system in a domain. Usually its
responsibility is not only the issuing of certificates, but it often also operates the registry. The representation of the Domain in the European governance organisation can be
performed either by the scheme authority or by the issuing body. Sometimes it is the
issuing body who appoints and supervises the other service providers, if the scheme
authority has not done so itself. The task of calculating the residual mix could also be
assigned to the issuing body.
Registry Operator
This organisation provides the software and often also the IT hardware for the certificate registry. It is also responsible for providing the market participants with access to
their registry accounts and to administer the issuing, transfer and redemption of certificates. For transfers with other registries, the registry operator maintains the required
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communication interfaces. Finally the protection of data and confidentiality of information contained in the registry must be ensured by the registry operator.
Accreditation Body
This is an organisation with a high technical expertise, which is able to verify the power
plant registration information and to perform the periodic audits of production devices.
Whereas the other services in the domain are usually provided by only a single organisation, the task of the accreditation body can be performed in competition amongst several service providers.
Data Collector
This is the organisation which provides meter readings and other data which is required
for the tracking process. For energy meter readings, the procedures used in settlement of
the energy market can usually be used also for tracking purposes.
6.4.2

Inter-Domain Structures

In order to manage the E-TRACK standard on the international level, a European governance organisation is required. It will be responsible for the accreditation of domains
towards the standard, the development of detailed regulations as required and the evolution of the standard itself. The organisation is also in the best position to manage the
superior EU attribute mix as it has been explained in chapter 5.6.2.
Several alternative models for the setup of this organisation have been evaluated in the
course of the E-TRACK project. As a result, an independent, not for profit umbrella
organisation with representation of the scheme authorities or the issuing bodies from the
individual domains seems to be the best solution. It is important that the European governance organisation is acknowledged by the Commission and by national governments.
The Association of Issuing Bodies, which is governing the European Energy Certificate
System, has such a structure and has been successful in the management of a tracking
standard. It therefore seems straightforward to assign the AIB with the task for maintaining the E-TRACK standard. However, new challenges might require an adaptation
of organisational structures and the funding of the association.
It should be noted that in a stepwise development into the direction of the vision of a
fully integrated tracking system, the tracking domains might be merged into larger and
larger units, and finally there might be only one European domain. In this case, the umbrella organisation might also take on the role of a European issuing body.
6.4.3

Independency of Service Providers

Scheme authorities and participants in the market will only have trust in the issuing
body and the other service providers if they are completely independent from any of the
market players and if they are also not taking any position in the attribute market themselves.
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Assessment of the Costs of Tracking

The costs of different tracking options have been a major issue in discussions with
stakeholders in related projects which have preceded the E-TRACK project.46 This is
why the project has devoted a specific work package to the analysis of costs for tracking
electricity. 47 The methodology of this work package was a combination of desktop research and empirical analysis based on interviews and questionnaires.
When assessing the costs of tracking, it is not sufficient just to estimate the development
and operational costs of a certificate registry. There are other important factors to be
taken into account, such as costs of plant registration and audits and the transaction cost
for market participants, which have to deal with tracking. Therefore, the empirical phase
of the work included a questionnaire which was sent to market players which are actively participating in the European Energy Certificate System (EECS).

7.1

Cost Drivers of Tracking Systems

As a first step, the major elements have been identified which contribute to the total
costs of a tracking system. This has resulted in the list which is shown in the following
tables.
Table 3:

List of cost drivers for tracking systems – system level

Cost drivers for system development
and implementation

Cost drivers for system operation
and adaptation

Setting up organisational structures

Governance of the overall system

Composing detailed system specifications

Operation and maintenance of the system (hardware maintenance, software maintenance)

Software development/development of a registry

User support

Collection of initial data input

Further development of the system due to user
needs and policy development

Testing of registry
Organisation of data input
Development of interfaces between registries
Composing information material for users
Training of market actors
Source: Investigations of AEA

46

47

These were the 4C Electricity project, Timpe et al. 2003 and Boardman et al. 2003, the Consumer
Information on Electricity project, Palmer et al. 2003, and the RE-GO project, White et al. 2003, Bürger et al. 2004, Uyterlinde et al. 2004 and Vrolijk et al. 2004.
See the detailed E-TRACK work package 5 report (Ritter at al. 2007).
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Table 4:

List of cost drivers for tracking systems – operational level

Cost drivers for handling of tracking data
Issuing aspects:

Transfer aspects:

Certification and auditing of plants

Handling of information (certificate) transfer

Collection of plant master data

Usage and redemption aspects:

Collection of generation data

Conversion of data into format for final use
(e.g. for disclosure)

Verification of input data

Verification of output data
Calculation of residual mix

Source: Investigations of AEA

7.2

Costs of Existing Tracking Systems

In a second step of this work package, the costs of setting up and operating existing
tracking systems have been analysed. This assessment was based on desktop research,
results from questionnaires and interviews with registry operators and scheme authorities. It should be noted that in this step, the transaction cost of market participants were
not yet included in the analysis. Based on the information available, results for seven
national Guarantees of Origin and support certificate systems and also an estimate for a
generic RECS registry could be obtained, see the figure below.
Figure 10:

System costs of existing tracking systems
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The figure above shows that the system costs of existing tracking systems vary in rather
big ranges. The one-off cost for development and implementation of tracking systems
range from below EUR 100.000 up to more than EUR 1,3 million. Similarly, the annual
costs for the system operator for the operation of tracking systems differ between
EUR 50.000 per year and up to EUR 600.000 per year.
It seems that the wide variations in system costs are related to the different levels of
policy integration of the tracking systems and the differences in resulting requirements.
As a tendency, the tracking systems which are operated for voluntary schemes incur
lower cost, whereas registries for support certificate systems tend to result in higher
cost. This can be explained to some extent by the different level of ambition in designing the tracking system, which can be related to the market values which are represented
by the tracked information (note that usually the value of support certificates is much
higher than for GO or RECS certificates).
Within the costs for system development and implementation, the development of the
registry software is the most relevant item. On average, the registry stands for 70% of
this type of costs. The remaining 30% represent costs for setting up the organisational
structure and for training market actors and users. With regard to the operational system
costs, some 45% are caused by overall maintenance and governance of the system, including ongoing system development and user support. Costs related to plant registration and issuing and those for usage and redemption, including reporting, represent
around 25% of the operational system costs, respectively. 48
As a comparison, the costs for the development and implementation of a national registry under the European Emission Trading Scheme (ETS) can be estimated at around
EUR 400.000 to 500.000 per country. The operational costs for the ETS registries vary
between EUR 500.000 and some EUR 700.000 per year. The costs for the central European hub for the ETS were about EUR 1,8 million for the development and about
EUR 700.000 per year for its operation.49

7.3

Costs of Tracking Systems Based on the E-TRACK Standard

For an assessment of the likely cost of domains which are implementing the E-TRACK
standard, three different scenarios have been defined which relate to the framework
condition in the respective country.
·

Lower scenario:
The lower scenario is defined as a standard implementation of the E-TRACK
standard under favourable framework conditions. The tracking system is designed for the implementation of disclosure only, but not for managing support.

48

49

Note again that these figures only relate to the operator of the tracking system. They do not yet include the costs for the users of the tracking system.
These figures are based on information obtained from operators of selected national ETS registries.
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The domain can rely on existing organisations which will act as issuing body
and other service providers. Also, procedures are already in place which can be
used for the collection of all relevant data, at least for RES-E and CHP-E generation.
·

Advanced scenario:
The advanced scenario is an extension of the lower scenario. Here, new organisations for the implementation and operation of the tracking system have to be
set up. Existing procedures can partly be used for electricity tracking. The
E-TRACK system is embedded in a more integrated policy framework. Besides
being the backbone for disclosure, the E-TRACK system also facilitates support
schemes for RES-E. This requires a higher functionality of the tracking system.

·

Upper scenario:
The upper scenario is an extension of the advanced scenario. It is assumed that
the E-TRACK standard is fully integrated in the policy framework and is the
main tool to administrating national RES-E support schemes. So the system requirements for reliability, accuracy and security are very high, which leads to
significantly higher cost for system development and operation.

Because the assessment is based on total costs across Europe (EU27 countries plus
Norway and Switzerland), each scenario assumes homogenous conditions in all countries. This will of course not be the case in reality. Therefore the results should be seen
as marking the band in which the actual cost in Europe for the implementation of the
E-TRACK standard will most likely lie.
The cost estimates are based on a number of assumptions, which are explained in more
detail in the respective work package report (Ritter et al. 2007). The table below summarises the assumptions.
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Assumptions for the cost estimate
Unit

Costs of tracking system (per domain)
Development and implementation
System operation
Central communication hub
Development and implementation
System operation
Plant registration and auditing
Plant audits per year (29 countries)
Average cost for audit
Transaction cost for market participants
Number of active system users
(29 countries)
Time required for tracking per user
Staff cost

Lower
scenario

Advanced
scenario

Upper
scenario

EUR
EUR/a

210.000
195.000

650.000
400.000

1.490.000
660.000

EUR
EUR p.a.

200.000
150.000

400.000
300.000

1.500.000
600.000

2.000
300

2.000
1.000

2.000
2.500

600

1.200

1.800

12
600

24
600

36
600

EUR

days p.a.
EUR/day

Source: Estimates by AEA

The estimate in the figures below does not claim to determine the exact costs for a specific implementation of the E-TRACK standard in Europe. It rather aims at illustrating
the expected range of costs under the conditions described for the three scenarios. The
lower scenario represents the lower bound of costs, whereas the upper scenario reflects
the expected maximum. However, as it is quite unlikely that all countries will implement a fully integrated tracking system, the upper scenario might not be fully realistic.
Moreover the estimates are conservative in the sense that they do not assume any learning effects and synergies between existing and new domains. It would be safe to assume
that the more tracking systems are developed and implemented, the lower the costs for
system development and implementation will be. Some domains could simply share the
use of registry software with other domains. The estimate below also does not assume
that countries decide to set up joint domains, which would again reduce some of the
cost.
The expected total annual costs of the E-TRACK standard are illustrated in Figure 11.
The figures include the annualised investment costs50 and all operational costs as described in the table above. Not surprisingly, the range of costs between the scenarios is
quite large, with EUR 12 million p.a. in the lower scenario and EUR 71 million p.a. in
the upper scenario. When assessing these figures, it should be taken into account that
they refer to a tracking system for the whole of 29 European countries.
As can be seen from Figure 11, the total costs of tracking are dominated by the operational costs. With the exception of the lower scenario, the operational costs of market
50

For this calculation, a discount rate of 3% and a depreciation period of 5 years have been used.
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participants are the largest cost item, followed by the costs for the operation of the
tracking system. In all three scenarios, these two items make up more than 80% of the
total costs. The costs for auditing of production devices (between 5% and 7% of total
costs) as well as those for the development and implementation of the registries (between 10% and 12% of total costs) are far less relevant.
Figure 11: Expected total annual costs for the E-TRACK system in 29 countries
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Source: Calculations of AEA

A first step in order to put these figures into perspective could be to relate these total
cost for 29 European countries to the total of electricity consumed. This calculation
means that all European consumers would be charged equally with the costs for tracking, based on their consumption. 51 The result of this exercise is shown in Figure 12.
Note that the figures in this chart are given in EUR/GWh.
In order to assess the result of this exercise, the figures can be related to the current
wholesale market price for electricity. In chapter 2.5, we have already referred to the
value of physical energy, which currently is in the range between 45 and
55 EUR/MWh.52 Compared to this value, the expected costs for tracking would be in a
range from 0,008% to 0,05%. From the point of view of the final consumers, the share
of costs for tracking would be even lower, because the price of energy for them is sig-

51
52

A more detailed proposal about how the cost could be split up is given in the text below.
Taken from baseload future prices at EEX and Nordpool power exchanges.
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nificantly higher than the wholesale market price, due to the costs of the electricity networks and other factors.
Figure 12:

Expected specific costs for the E-TRACK system in 29 countries
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However, in reality it is most likely that the implementation of the E-TRACK standard
will lead to a separation of the attribute market. Some forms of electricity generation,
mostly RES-E and CHP-E will most likely be tracked explicitly, whereas at least parts
of the other generation will be covered by the residual mix. In such a situation it would
be more adequate to split up the total costs according to the cause of the costs. Therefore in the table below, the costs which are specific for activities of explicit tracking (i.e.
the costs for audits and the transaction costs for market participants) have been related
exclusively to the share of electricity consumption which is covered by explicit tracking. Those costs which relate to the provision of the tracking system as such have been
related to total electricity consumption in Europe. For the calculation below, we have
assumed a quite extreme case, where only the electricity generation from renewable
energy sources would be tracked explicitly. In a conservative approach, all the estimates
in Table 5 remained unchanged. 53
The results from this calculation are shown in Table 7 below. Table 8 uses this data for
a calculation of the total burden on energy consumers of different sizes. For consumers
using electricity based on explicit tracking, this conservative estimate would result in
53

This is a very conservative approach, as the staff time used by market participants as well as other
items in the cost estimate would certainly be much smaller if only RES-E would be tracked explicitly.
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additional cost for tracking in the range from 0,01% to 0,12% of their final price for
electricity. For those consumers which are using electricity based on implicit tracking,
the total cost of tracking would be between 0,002% and 0,014% of their final price for
electricity. An average household would be paying between EUR 0,05 and EUR 0,38
per year for the use of the explicit tracking mechanism and between EUR 0,01 and
EUR 0,04 per year for the use of implicit tracking.
Table 6:

Expected specific costs for the E-TRACK system in case of a cause-oriented
cost allocation
Unit

Specific total costs of tracking for electricity using explicit tracking
Specific total costs of tracking for electricity using implicit tracking

EUR/GWh

Lower
scenario
11,0

Advanced
scenario
39,3

Upper
scenario
87,2

EUR/GWh

2,3

5,3

9,7

Source: Calculations of AEA

Table 7:

Expected total costs for the E-TRACK system in case of a cause-oriented
cost allocation
Unit

Customers using explicit tracking
Household (3.500 kWh p.a.)
Annual costs of tracking
Relative costs of tracking *)
Small industry (2.000 MWh p.a.)
Annual costs of tracking
Relative costs of tracking *)
Large industry (24.000 MWh p.a.)
Annual costs of tracking
Relative costs of tracking *)
Customers using implicit tracking
Household (3.500 kWh p.a.)
Annual costs of tracking
Relative costs of tracking *)
Small industry (2.000 MWh p.a.)
Annual costs of tracking
Relative costs of tracking *)
Large industry (24.000 MWh p.a.)
Annual costs of tracking
Relative costs of tracking *)

Lower
scenario

Advanced
scenario

Upper
scenario

EUR p.a.

0,047
0,01%

0,169
0,03%

0,375
0,07%

EUR p.a.

22,0
0,01%

78,6
0,05%

174,4
0,11%

EUR p.a.

264
0,02%

943
0,06%

2.093
0,12%

EUR p.a.

0,010
0,002%

0,023
0,005%

0,042
0,008%

EUR p.a.

4,6
0,003%

10,6
0,006%

19,4
0,012%

EUR p.a.

55,2
0,003%

127
0,008%

233
0,014%

*) in relation to average electricity prices (without taxes) in EU27 (Eurostat 2007)
Source: Calculations of AEA and Öko-Institut
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Cost-Benefit Ratio of the E-TRACK Standard

From the estimates in the previous chapter it is clear that even if the costs for tracking
under the E-TRACK standard are passed on completely to consumers, they would
hardly notice the effect. This is even truer when taking into account that the alternative
of introducing the E-TRACK standard is not to do nothing, but rather to implement
other forms of tracking systems, which would also incur some cost, which in many
cases will be even higher than for the standard proposed here.
The benefits of the E-TRACK standard compared to most other forms of tracking systems are linked to the schemes which are using tracking results and to how they can be
implemented based on the standard. These benefits can be summarised as follows:
·

Provision of accurate and reliable high-quality information on electricity attributes to market actors, consumers and regulators.

·

Support not only for disclosure, but also for product differentiation in the electricity market, including green power and related quality labels. Potentially high
informational value (depending on the share of the residual mix).

·

Facilitation of further energy policies such as support schemes and verification
of compliance with targets e.g. for the share of RES-E in relation to cross-border
transfers.

·

Support for a European market not only for electricity, but also for electricity attributes.

·

High feasibility, as the standard is using mostly systems which are already in
place in many countries. No adverse interaction with the electricity market.

·

Robustness and effective protection against all forms of multiple counting, and
therefore safeguarding the value of high-valued forms of electricity generation
(e.g. from renewable energy sources).

·

Transparent means of collecting and processing data, which allows simplified
verification if required.

·

The organisational structure under the standard follows the principle of subsidiarity, with a strong European governance organisation. This allows for the required flexibility with regard to national framework conditions and for the adaptation of the standard towards changes in the requirements for tracking.

·

Due to the stated preference of many consumers for energy from renewable energy sources, a reliable tracking system based on the E-TRACK standard will
support the development of a market pull for RES-E.

Whereas it is not possible to quantify most of these benefits, it is clear that the costbenefit ratio of the E-TRACK standard compared to other options of implementing
tracking in Europe is very attractive.
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7.5

Recommendation for the Distribution of Costs

The distribution of the different cost elements as identified in chapter 7.3 should take
into account which of the actors involved receives the benefits of tracking and of the
related schemes, and also at which position in the value chains of energy and attribute
markets the cost actually occur. The proposal follows the general idea which was already used in chapter 7.3: In a situation where only part of the electricity market will be
covered by explicit tracking, the general costs for providing the tracking system should
be distributed among all consumers, whereas the actual users of explicit tracking should
bear the operational cost for this tracking procedure.
Therefore the following recommendations are given:
·

Costs related to development and implementation of the tracking system under
the E-TRACK standard and the operational costs of the registry operator should
be distributed equally among all electricity consumers on an equal cost per kWh
basis. This could be implemented by a fee which each retailer has to pay to the
issuing body or to the scheme authority for disclosure.

·

The different market players (electricity generators, traders and retailers) should
in the first instance all bear their cost for using the tracking system by themselves. They are free to charge these cost to their customers if they wish.

·

Cost for auditing plants should firstly be covered by the plant operators. Again,
they might wish to add these costs to the wholesale market price.
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Implications for Policy Makers and Regulators

The full benefits of the tracking system can only be realised if the schemes which use
the tracking results are tailored accordingly. Therefore, the E-TRACK project has also
developed some recommendations for policy design.

8.1

Recommendations for EU Legislation and Regulations

There are two most critical points in EU legislation with regard to tracking. Firstly, the
three Directives closely related to tracking54 do not have a clearly defined relationship
between each other. The use of GO is not very clear from the legislation, nor is the relation of RES-E GO to CHP-E GO in the case of overlap between the two.
Secondly, the regulations on harmonisation and standardisation of Guarantees of Origin
for RES-E and CHP-E and of the tracking systems for disclosure are relatively weak.
Based on this, the Commission is not in a strong position to enforce a harmonisation
between Member States and other European countries. The lack of harmonisation is
currently limiting the accuracy and reliability of tracking in Europe (see chapter 2.5 for
details).
Based on this, the following improvements in EU legislation and regulations are suggested:

54

55

·

It should be made clear that Guarantees of Origin for RES-E and CHP-E are primarily meant for purposes of disclosure. The clarifications from the Commission
on the conditions under which GO can be used in relation to the accounting for
RES-E targets between Member States (COM(2004) 366 final) should be verified and should become part of the legislation on targets.

·

Based on the link of GO to disclosure, there should be a clarification that highefficiency CHP plants which are fuelled with bioenergy may only receive a single GO for each instance of electricity generation. If applicable, this GO can
then qualify both as a GO for CHP-E as well as RES-E.

·

Also following from the link of GO to disclosure, the regulations on issuing of
RES-E GO and CHP-E GO should be harmonised in the sense that the CHP-E
GO is also issued based on net electricity generation (not on gross as it is now).

·

The separation of attribute tracking from the physical market should be acknowledged as a general principle. This means that explicit tracking has to be
based on transferable certificates and also implicit tracking across borders is not
primarily linked to physical energy flows.55 However, this should not prevent

These are: RES-E Directive 2001/77/EC on RES-E GO, CHP Directive 2004/8/EC on CHP-E GO and
Electricity Market Directive 2003/54/EC on disclosure.
Exceptions apply for energy imports from countries which have no tracking system in place which is
compatible to the European standard.
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market participants from re-bundling such certificates with electricity contracts
if they wish.
·

Quite importantly, the redemption of GO both for RES-E and CHP-E should be
regulated. The regulations should be in line with the recommendations on redemption in this report.

·

For a better general harmonisation of GO and other tracking systems, Member
States should be encouraged to use the European Energy Certificate System and
its further development through the E-TRACK standard, including the recommendations on the design of national policies in the chapters below. This includes the integration of GO for RES-E and CHP-E into a more comprehensive
system of standardised Guarantees of Origin. If Member States decide to use a
different approach, then they should be required to demonstrate that this approach is equivalent and compatible to the European standard, and that it does
not hinder the transfer of attributes across borders.

·

With regard to the design of disclosure regulations in Member States, the Commission should review and renew its recommendation on the implementation of
electricity disclosure by Member States (COM 2004). The chapter on disclosure
below provides many suggestions for this review with regard to tracking.

·

Member States should be required to clarify the relationship of their support
schemes to Guarantees of Origin and to electricity disclosure.

·

Analyses of the recent developments in tracking systems and related policies in
Member States and neighbouring countries should be undertaken by the Commission on a regular basis.

In addition to this, the Commission should verify on a regular basis, whether it makes
sense to expand the concept of electricity tracking to other market segments, e.g. bioenergy, heat from renewable energy sources and energy efficiency (“white certificates”), and how such segments should be linked to tracking of electricity.

8.2

Setting up Tracking Domains

All European governments should consider the schemes to be implemented in their
country and decide about the best design of domains. Usually, the best solution will be
to combine the management of all schemes under the responsibility of a single scheme
authority and in a single domain. However, other solutions are possible, e.g. the handling of a support scheme in a separate domain. However, in this case the service providers for the tracking systems in both domains should be required to exchange information, e.g. to allow for earmarking of Guarantees of Origin for electricity which has
received support.
Governments should consider whether they can cooperate with other countries in setting
up larger domains. This makes most sense if the respective electricity markets are
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highly integrated, e.g. as it is already the case in Scandinavia. Other regions in Europe
have started to integrate their markets as well.
The definition of the schemes and the related domains should be as clear as possible.
The scheme authority should nominate the service providers for the required functions
(see chapter 6.4.1) and develop the required infrastructure (regulations, registry, residual
mix calculation etc.). The Issuing Body should be required to consult with market participants and other relevant stakeholders on a regular basis.
Finally, the funding of the service providers must be clarified. This could come from
governmental funds, from money collected from all consumers of electricity or from
specific groups of consumers (see chapter 7.5 for a recommendation).

8.3

Implementation of Guarantees of Origin

The Guarantees of Origin for RES-E and CHP-E which have been introduced by the
relevant EU Directives should be integrated into the explicit tracking system for disclosure. This means that GO for RES-E and CHP-E will become part of a more comprehensive system of Guarantees of Origin for all kinds of electricity generation. However,
they must maintain their specific legal status which is based on the Directives and national legislation. Therefore, all GO which have been issued for RES-E and CHP-E under the E-TRACK standard should record whether or not they qualify under the Directives and national legislation.
In addition, GO for RES-E can be used as evidence for cross-border transfers of RES-E
under the indicative targets set by the RES-E Directive. Each Guarantee of Origin
should therefore carry an indication whether an exported GO may be credited to the
target of a foreign country if it is redeemed there. If there is no explicit approval of such
exports from the relevant Scheme Authority (usually the government), then the default
assumption should be that RES-E generation is accounted for in the country of production.
In case that a plant can receive Guarantees of Origin for both RES-E and for CHP-E
(e.g. a bioenergy cogeneration plant), then it should not be possible to issue two separate Guarantees of Origin for the same instance of electricity, which both are associated
to disclosure. Rather there should be only one Guarantee of Origin which represents
both types of GO.

8.4

Implementation of Electricity Disclosure

The scheme authorities who are responsible for the implementation of electricity disclosure should specify that the E-TRACK standard is to be used for tracking. This requires
setting up a tracking domain, either for the country in question or for a group of countries.
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In addition to this, it is important that the regulations for electricity disclosure are designed in a way which corresponds with the tracking systems under the E-TRACK standard. In order to achieve this, the regulations should specify the following details:
·

The disclosure domain should be defined exactly and all necessary actors should
be appointed. There should be only one registry in each domain for disclosure
purposes.

·

The compliance period for disclosure should be set to the calendar year,56 and a
suitable deadline for the accounting of attributes after the end of this year should
be set, e.g. to three months.57 After this deadline, a body appointed by the
scheme authority should determine the residual mix. Based on this, disclosure
statements can be issued by all electricity retailers.

·

The attributes displayed in disclosure statements should rely exclusively on the
following tracking mechanisms:
o Redeemed Guarantees of Origin,
o External Reliable Tracking Systems (ERTS), if applicable,
o The residual mix, and
o In case of imports of electricity from countries which are not using the
E-TRACK standard or a comparable system: the domestic residual mix
of this country.
The acceptance of tracking systems outside of the E-TRACK standard as ERTS
should be verified by the scheme authority or a body appointed for this task. The
decision should be based on the criteria set out in chapter 5.5.

In case that the redeemed GO do not contain information about the plant-specific CO2
emissions and nuclear waste production, average factors based on the energy source
used and, where necessary, on the type of production device should be applied.
In order to maintain the balance between physical power and attributes, it is important
that redeemed Guarantees of Origin are actually used for disclosure. Therefore, redemption should only be allowed for suppliers of final consumers, or those (large) consumers
which acquire attributes themselves, and only for the volumes of attributes actually required. Similarly, these actors must use attributes from redeemed GO for disclosure
purposes. This regulation also helps to avoid manipulations of the attribute market.
56

57

This might be a challenge e.g. for the UK, where the financial year is different to the calendar year.
However, in order to avoid unintended effects on the certificate market, the definition of the compliance periods and the deadline of the subsequent accounting period should be coordinated within the
countries using the E-TRACK standard.
As explained in chapter 5.2, exemptions from this regulation should apply for a limited group of
plants. If their attributes can not be accounted for until the deadline, they should be carried forward to
the following compliance period. The limited error to the balance between energy and attributes,
which is results from this regulation, is regarded as acceptable.
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For the timing of the steps in developing the disclosure information, see the schedule in
the table below. Note that the selection of the different periods for the steps after the end
of the compliance period is a proposal, which should be set after consultations with the
market participants and the providers of tracking services. However, scheme authorities
should strive to agree on a coordinated deadline for the tracking activity, in order to
avoid last minute movements of GO between domains.
Table 8:

Proposed schedule for the determination of disclosure information

Time

Explicit tracking

1 Jan. year X
During year X

31 Dec. year X
*)

Implicit tracking

ERTS & imports

Beginning of compliance period, meter readings
Issuing of GO on
monthly basis, transfers and redemptions

Tracking activity of
ERTS
Recording of data on
imports

End of compliance period, meter readings

Month 1-3
of year (X+1)

Finalisation of issuing, transfers and
redemptions

Data collection for
residual mix calculation.

Finalisation of ERTS
tracking and recording of data on
imports

Last day of Month 3*)
of year (X+1)

Deadline for tracking
activity

Retailers determine
the volume of attributes they require
from the residual mix

Deadline for tracking
activity

First day of Month 4*)
of year (X+1)

GO relating to generation in year X,
which are not yet
redeemed, are collected from trader’s
accounts

Start of residual mix
calculation

Transfer of data for
residual mix calculation

Finalisation of explicit tracking information

Finalisation and publication of residual
mix

Last day of Month 4*)
of year (X+1)
Month 5*) of year
(X+1)
First day of Month 7*)
of year (X+1)

Start of attribute calculation for imports
Finalisation of ERTS
and imports tracking
information

Preparation of disclosure statements by retailers
Verification of residual mix volume available and used
Publication of disclosure statements by retailers

Note: “Imports” means energy imports from a country which is not using the E-TRACK standard or a
comparable system. *): Proposal.

Any specific claims of suppliers about attributes of electricity sold to certain customers
(e.g. for green power) should be interpreted as product differentiation within the general
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disclosure system. The retailers should be obliged to use explicit tracking as the exclusive tracking mechanism for such products, i.e. the use of attributes from the residual
mix or from imports from countries which do not operate a tracking system under or
comparable to the E-TRACK standard should not be allowed for product differentiation.58 In turn this means that the residual mix may only be used for the standard product of a supplier, which is not subject to any claims about its attributes. Obviously, the
attributes of the product will be part of the company disclosure mix of the retailer.
However, if the retailer has chosen to differentiate one or more products from his standard product, then the customers of the standard product should not only receive information about the company disclosure mix, but also about the remaining attributes, after
the attributes of the other products have been removed from the company mix. This
regulation about the mandatory provision of disclosure information specifically for the
standard product intends to avoid that consumers of this product assume that they are
beneficiaries of those attributes which are actually allocated exclusively to the customers of the differentiated products. This would be a case of multiple counting of these
attributes.59
The operation of the retailers under these regulations should be verified by a regulatory
body, e.g. based on random audits of disclosure statements and the underlying attributes
and tracking mechanism. Regulators should also monitor the correct use and the total
volume of the residual mix, and corrective action should be taken if necessary.

8.5

Design of Support Mechanisms

The E-TRACK standard is compatible with all common types of support mechanisms
(feed-in, premium on market price, quota obligation, tax exemption etc.). It is important
to understand that the clear recommendation for a certificate-based tracking mechanism
does not imply that support mechanisms should be designed as quota obligations, which
are based on certificates. The analysis and evaluation of the benefits and shortfalls of
different types of support systems is clearly outside of the scope of this project, and
therefore the E-TRACK standard is neutral towards these systems.
Different types of support systems and their relation to tracking have already been outlined in chapter 2.2. For illustration, three examples of the relation of the E-TRACK
standard to support systems are outlined here and recommendations for their design are
given:
·

58

59

Quota obligations are usually based on support certificates. These certificates
can either be linked to Guarantees of Origin and therefore also determine the al-

Whether attributes supplied by ERTS should be accepted for product differentiation must be decided
by the relevant scheme authority.
These two protective regulations for electricity consumers are already in place, e.g. in Germany. Following the recommendation from VDEW, only explicit tracking (contract-based or de-linked) may be
the basis for product disclosure (VDEW 2005).
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location of attributes for disclosure purposes. Another option is to separate the
support certificate from the GO and to allow for the allocation of the support
certificate and the GO to different market participants. In both cases it is recommended that the support certificates are implemented under the E-TRACK
standard. In case of separation, this means the implementation of a separate certificate system for purposes of managing the support, but this could be based on
the same regulations, infrastructure and data which are also used for GO and disclosure purposes. It is strongly recommended that support certificates which are
separated from Guarantees of Origin are handled in tracking systems which are
also operated under the E-TRACK standard.
·

Feed-in regulations require certain actors to purchase the eligible energy production at a minimum price which is set by the regulation. In terms of disclosure
this usually means that the producer of this energy also passes on the ownership
of the attributes of power generation to the actor who has bought the energy.
There are different approaches how the energy, the disclosure attributes and the
costs for the purchase of both are passed on to final consumers or to the state.
The allocation of attributes could be done best based on the GO system. However, if the legislation or the scheme authority decides to keep this as a separate
mechanism, then the allocation system can be regarded as an ERTS, and the corresponding criteria apply (see chapter 5.5).

·

Premium schemes, which are a variant of feed-in systems, require the generator
of eligible energy to sell his production on the free market, and entitle him to receive an additional premium per energy unit supplied. It is sensible to let the
generator sell the energy including the disclosure attributes (e.g. in the form of
Guarantees of Origin), which should be tracked based on the E-TRACK standard. Depending on the set-up of the premium system, it might be sensible to issue additional support certificates, which can be redeemed by the generator in
exchange for the premium payment.60 This system of support certificates can be
integrated into the E-TRACK standard or it can be treated as an ERTS.

Besides these questions of system design, the most important recommendation to the
designers of support systems in Europe is to clarify the relationship of the support system to electricity disclosure and target accounting. For example, it should be clear
whether a support certificate is also serving as a Guarantee of Origin for disclosure purposes, or whether such Guarantees of Origin may be issued in parallel to the support
certificate. Similarly, it should be clear which market participant is owning the disclosure association of supported energy under a feed-in tariff, and whether and how these
associations are passed on to final consumers.

60

This is roughly the way how the Dutch support system is organised. However, in this specific case the
support certificates are not transferable.
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If there is more than one support system in place for the same type of energy production, such as the Renewables Obligation and the Climate Change Levy Exemption in the
UK, then the design of these instruments must be coordinated carefully. This is even
truer if one of these instruments can be used outside of the domain which is governed by
the scheme authority (this is the case with the UK LEC scheme). In this case the relation
to the support systems as well as to electricity disclosure in these countries must be defined in a meaningful way. Also, the scheme authorities of the countries involved
should collaborate in order to prevent multiple counting based on errors or misuse.

8.6

Accounting for Quantitative Targets

Based on European legislation and regulations, governments or the appointed scheme
authorities should make clear how the verification process for compliance with quantitative targets will be organised on the national level. This could be done based on some
form of energy statistics. Another option would be to introduce automatic issuing of
Guarantees of Origin under the E-TRACK standard for all electricity generation which
is eligible to be counted for the target. In the latter case, a very reliable data basis would
be created, and exports, imports and redemptions of GO with association to the target
could easily be accounted for.
In any case, the government or the appointed scheme authority should publish the conditions under which the export of a GO to another country would qualify to be counted
towards the country in which the association of the GO to the target scheme is redeemed. All Guarantees of Origin for RES-E should contain a clear indication in this
regard in order to avoid doubt or multiple counting (see chapter 8.3).
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Outlook

The E-TRACK project has developed a detailed proposal for a European standard for
the tracking of electricity attributes. The blueprint for this standard has been outlined in
this report and is described in more detail in the other reports within the project.
The first positive effects of the E-TRACK project could already be observed during
development of the standard. Based on the working documents prepared by the project
team and the discussions in different consultations workshops and at the project conference, some key principles of the E-TRACK standard were already adopted by stakeholders. In several countries, governments, regulators and stakeholders have already
implemented some E-TRACK recommendations in the design of national tracking systems and related policies. In this way, the project has already contributed to a better
coordination of tracking systems and related policies in Europe, and therefore to a reduction of multiple counting problems.
The most likely process for the further implementation of the E-TRACK standard is a
stepwise approach. The standard could be implemented in a group of countries as a
starting point, and more countries could join over time. A major driver behind the expansion of the standard could be the interest of governments, regulators and market participants in an effective tracking system, which supports cross-border transactions and
which safeguards the value of high-valued forms of electricity generation (e.g. from
renewable energy sources).
The implementation of this process could be based on the practices used by the Association of Issuing Bodies (AIB) in governing the European Energy Certificate System. The
European governance organisation AIB has established a procedure of accreditation of
new members based on a detailed description of the EECS, the so-called “Basic Commitment”.61 New domains are admitted to EECS after they have demonstrated in the
accreditation process that they satisfy the requirements of the EECS standard. This allows for a gradual expansion of EECS to a rising number of countries.
A similar approach could be taken for the implementation of the E-TRACK standard.
The AIB is also well set to become the governance organisation not only of EECS, but
also of the E-TRACK standard. Actually, the E-TRACK standard can be seen as a consistent evolution and expansion of the certificate system contained in EECS.
However, the AIB will most likely not be able to be the driving force in this development. The national governments are responsible for the proper implementation of European policies, and this requires a robust, accurate and reliable tracking system which has
interfaces with other European countries. The E-TRACK standard can facilitate this in
the best way, and therefore governments and regulators are advised to adopt the key
elements of the proposed standard in their regulations and processes. Nevertheless, it
61

This document is also known as “The Principles and Rules of Operation (PRO)” of the EECS system
(AIB 2007).
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might be necessary for the European Commission to get involved in this process and
encourage Members States to support and join the standard.
The E-TRACK standard will work best if all countries in Europe which have interconnected electricity systems and exchange relevant volumes of electricity and/or attributes
were to use the standard. This would significantly reduce the current errors in the handling of electricity attributes in Europe and would support market differentiation and
competition in the electricity sector.
It must be noted that the standard itself is designed in a way which allows for a gradual
development in the direction of a fully integrated tracking system as has been outlined
in chapter 4. In the medium and longer term, all existing tracking systems for electricity
attributes should be integrated into the standard, and the option of coexistence of External Reliable Tracking Systems with the standard should be removed. Also, the share of
the residual mix in the total electricity market should be monitored closely by governments and regulators, as a high share of the residual mix can render disclosure information almost useless for consumers. Another potential step in the direction of fully integrated tracking systems would be to introduce automatic issuing of Guarantee of Origin
for all electricity generation from renewable energy sources and from high-efficiency
cogeneration. This could then be gradually expanded to other parts of the electricity
market.
Finally, the E-TRACK standard does not have to remain restricted to electricity. Most
principles of the standard can also be expanded to other attributes in relation to commodity markets, e.g. to biogas, biofuels and energy efficiency measures based on socalled “white certificates”. Implementation of these systems could benefit from experience in developing certification standards for green electricity and from the E-TRACK
standard. It might also be beneficial to implement and operate such additional energyrelated tracking systems in close coordination with the management of electricity attributes as is now proposed by the E-TRACK standard.
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Background and General Approach

In the following, the features of the tracking standard for electricity as proposed by the
E-TRACK project are outlined. The description is held on a high level, in order to keep
the document relatively short and readable. More details and justifications for the recommendations are provided in the E-TRACK Final Report and in the Work Package
reports, which are available on the project website.62
As it is important to understand the terms correctly which are used in this document, a
glossary of the most relevant terms has been added as an annex. 63

1.1

Objectives

The objective of the project “A European Tracking System for Electricity (E-TRACK)”
is to draft a harmonised standard for tracking of electricity attributes in Europe. Such a
standard will help to increase market transparency and support the implementation of
electricity disclosure as well as other energy policies. At the same time it will reduce
transaction cost and the risk of multiple counting of attributes.
The term “standard” is used in an informal way. It denotes a set of rules which can be
applied in European countries in order to implement a tracking system. If required, additional national regulations can be added. The standard is not meant as a formal standard, e.g. under CEN or Cenelec rules (see section 4).
For the avoidance of misunderstandings: This document uses the term “tracking” as a
synonym for any kind of accounting system for electricity attributes. This certainly does
not imply that physical electricity flows are to be followed. Rather it is a principle of the
E-TRACK standard that information should be separated from physical energy at the
point of generation, and therefore the accounting mechanism (the tracking system)
should exist separately from the electricity flows. In general, the tracking system will
also be separated from electricity trading activities.

1.2

Schemes – Using Tracking Results

There are different policies for which results of tracking can be used. Such policies are
called schemes in this document.
There are three standard types of schemes:
·

62
63

Disclosure (Labelling): Based on Directive 2003/54/EC electricity retailers must
disclose to their customers the origin of their electricity and related emissions. In
order to determine this information, an accounting system must be installed
which allows to keep track of generated and consumed volumes of electricity,

See http://www.e-track-project.org.
This glossary is contained in the main section of the Final Report.
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and to create linkages between generation and supply. This is the most comprehensive tracking requirement, because it covers the whole electricity market.
Any specific claims of retailers about electricity sold to certain customers (e.g.
green power) can be interpreted as product differentiation within the general disclosure system.
The Guarantees of Origin (GO) for electricity from renewable energy sources
(RES-E) and electricity from high-efficient cogeneration (CHP-E), which are introduced based on Directives 2001/77/EC and 2004/8/EC are not formally linked
to the disclosure requirement. However, under the standard this link is established and GO for RES-E and CHP-E should be integrated into the explicit
tracking system for disclosure. RES-E GO and CHP-E GO thus become part of a
more comprehensive system of Guarantees of Origin for all kinds of electricity
generation. In a broader sense, the terms “Guarantee of Origin” and “GO” are
therefore used for standardised certificates which are associated to electricity
disclosure. The GO in a broader sense are not (yet) regulated by European legislation, whereas RES-E GO and CHP-GO retain their specific legal status, which
is stipulated by the two Directives.
·

Support: Systems for financial support of certain technologies for electricity
production, e.g. from renewable energy sources (RES-E) or high-efficient cogeneration (CHP-E) are implemented in most European countries. Some support
systems require a proof of generation to receive support. Others define an allocation of supported electricity to certain consumers (e.g. on a pro rata basis). In order to avoid over-subsidisation, it is necessary to record whether certain instances of electricity generation have already received support or not. These
tasks can be fulfilled by a tracking system.

·

Quantitative targets: Directive 2001/77/EC requires the EU Member States to
reach certain indicative targets for the shares of RES-E production in relation to
domestic consumption until 2010. Further targets for 2020 are currently under
discussion. So far, it is not fully clear how compliance with these targets will be
measured. The tracking system can help in monitoring production, cross-border
transfer and consumption of RES-E.

Compared to the three schemes listed above, the European Carbon Emissions Trading
system (ETS) is not regarded as a scheme which requires electricity tracking. This is
due to the fact that the ETS is an allowance scheme which is upstream of the electricity
market, and electricity consumers are not required to deal with the emission allowances
themselves. However, there can be synergies with regards to emissions information
from the ETS which could be used by the disclosure scheme.
It is the intention of the E-TRACK standard to provide a consistent framework for all
three standard types of schemes, and for any additional tracking requirements on the
national and European level, which might arise. Depending on the characteristics of the
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schemes involved, it might be necessary to separate the different uses of tracking (see
section 3.6 on multi-certificate schemes), but even then, tracking would be based on one
consistent system.
The final report of the E-TRACK project contains a set of recommendations for the design of European and national policies which are related to tracking.

1.3

Domains – Organisational Entities for Tracking

Within the E-TRACK standard, all tracking activities are organised in domains. A domain consists of a geographical area (e.g. a Member State) and one or more schemes,
which makes use of tracking results (see above).
Examples: The disclosure scheme in Austria is operated within one domain. The Swedish “Elcert” support system for RES-E is another domain.
The actor, who is responsible for a scheme, is called the scheme authority. It usually
sets up the domain, defines all necessary rules and appoints the relevant actors to operate the tracking system (see section 3.1).
All domains in the E-TRACK standard must be defined clearly.

1.4

Attributes – Information to be Tracked

The different schemes define the information which needs to be tracked. This information is called the attributes, which usually relate to electricity generation.
Examples: The fuel source “coal” used by a fossil power plant is one of the attributes
which will be used in the tracking system for purposes of disclosure. Another attribute
could be the specific CO2 emissions from this power plant.
In order to reduce the barriers for cross-border tracking of attributes, all countries
should agree on common (minimum) sets of information, which are provided by the
tracking systems in all domains. The E-TRACK standard proposes a list of attributes
(see section 3.2). If required, this list can be expanded for certain national purposes.
However, any tracking information based on the minimum list of attributes should be
accepted within all countries which are using the proposed standard.

1.5

Explicit and Implicit Tracking

The E-TRACK standard distinguishes two generic options for tracking, explicit and
implicit tracking.
·

Explicit tracking is based on a mechanism, which uses or creates a link between
generation and consumption of electricity. There are two options for explicit
tracking:
o Contract-based tracking: In this case, electricity generation attributes are
allocated to consumers based on bilateral contracts concluded in the elec98
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tricity market. This tracking option is used in many countries as the basic
method for tracking of disclosure information. Although this tracking option can work well in case of generation owned by retailers and bilateral
long-term contracts between generators and retailers, it is difficult to implement this option in the framework of liquid electricity markets. The
reason for this is that in such markets, electricity is seen as a commodity
(without attributes) and it is usually traded several times before it is actually produced. In this framework, contract-based tracking of attributes
would be complex and, even more important, would split up the electricity market into several sub-markets, which would reduce market liquidity. More specifically, trading on power exchanges can not easily be covered with contract-based tracking, because in this case there are no bilateral links between two market participants.
o De-linked tracking is using transferable certificates for purposes of tracking. With these certificates, it is possible to allocate attributes from generators to consumers independently from the physical electricity market.
Certificates are issued based on the volumes and attributes of electricity
generation. After issuing, they can be transferred independently from the
physical energy market. The attributes represented in a certificate are
used by redeeming the certificate, which is then removed from circulation in the market.
The most comprehensive certificate system for electricity in Europe is
the European Energy Certificate System (EECS).64 On the national level,
several European countries have introduced certificate systems as support schemes in combination with demand obligations. Examples for
such schemes are the “Elcert” system for renewable electricity in Sweden
and the Renewable Energy Obligation Certificates in the UK.
·

In contrast to these two options for explicit tracking, implicit tracking is using a
default set of attributes for purposes of tracking. In this case, no bilateral link is
created between generation and consumption of electricity. Instead of this, statistical data or averages from a (potentially large) group of power plants are being
used as attributes for a certain volume of electricity consumption. Implicit tracking is vital for all tracking systems for disclosure, because it has proven practically impossible to cover 100% of any electricity market with explicit tracking.
In many disclosure schemes, the generation statistics of the respective country or
of the larger UCTE or NORDEL systems are used as the basis for determining
the default set of attributes for implicit tracking. However, in this case the coexistence of explicit and implicit tracking usually leads to multiple counting of at-

64

See the website of the Association of Issuing Bodies: http://www.aib-net.org.
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tributes. For the correction of generation statistics into a residual mix see section
2.2.
Another effect of using implicit tracking for electricity disclosure is that all retailers who rely on the default attributes will display the same disclosure information to their customers (fuel mix and emissions). This prevents consumers to
choose between retailers on the basis of the electricity attributes.
The E-TRACK standard requires all domains to provide facilities for explicit and also
for implicit tracking of the attributes of electricity generation. Implicit tracking has been
introduced in order to reduce the burden of tracking for those parts of the market, where
explicit tracking information is not available or is not required (by consumers, legislation or regulators).
Because of the levelling effect of implicit tracking mentioned above, the E-TRACK
standard aims at reducing the share of implicit tracking to the extent necessary. Implicit
information should therefore be used only where explicit evidence is not available.
The E-TRACK standard is compatible both with contract tracking and de-linked tracking. Technically, the E-TRACK standard requires setting up a registry system for handling of attributes, which is similar to a certificate system for de-linked tracking (see
section 2.1). However, this technical infrastructure can also be used for allocating attributes along the contracts in the physical market. For this, contracts about delivery of
physical electricity are simply extended by a commitment of the seller to transfer a
number of certificates to the account of the buyer within the registry, which corresponds
to the volume of electricity under the contract. Therefore, both explicit tracking options
(contract and de-linked) can be implemented based on the same technical infrastructure,
which supports a proper accounting of attributes.

1.6

Tracking Standard vs. Tracking Systems

The objective of the E-TRACK standard is to support the coordination between the
tracking systems used across Europe. It is not aiming for one uniform tracking system in
all countries, but rather to allow for a certain variety of national or regional tracking
systems, which reflects existing variations in regulatory and market framework conditions. As long as the individual tracking systems developed by these actors comply with
the standard, they will deliver a reliable and cost-efficient service to the electricity industry, consumers, governments and regulators. Existing tracking systems, which do not
comply with the standard, should be developed further to meet the standard in the future. It must be emphasised that the use of any tracking systems outside of the standard
could lead to multiple counting and therefore should be avoided.
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Basic Elements of the E-TRACK Standard

2.1

Principles of Explicit Tracking

Explicit tracking is based on registries, which allow the ownership of attributes to be
tracked and which support transfers of ownership both within a registry and to other
registries under the tracking standard. Explicit tracking attributes are recorded as transferable electronic certificates only. 65 Issuing of certificates is based on information on
the production devices, which is held permanently in the registries, and additional information about individual generation episodes. (For more details, see section 3.3.)
The life cycle of a certificate consists of the three steps: Issuing, transfer and redemption.
Generally, the issuing of certificates is voluntary for plant owners and operators. They
can decide whether to register their plants in the registry or not. After registration, they
can take a decision for each generation episode to issue certificates for all electricity
produced, or for only part of it. They can also abstain from issuing certificates.
The attributes represented in a certificate may only be used by its current owner. Consequently, transfers of certificates within the E-TRACK standard must be initiated by the
seller. The action which triggers a transfer is outside of the scope of the standard, but
besides manual transfer orders via a secure internet-based user interface it would also be
possible to create direct interfaces between trading platforms and the registries if appropriate and economic.
In order to make use of a certificate for one or several schemes, the owner must redeem
the certificate. This removes the certificate from circulation in the market. The owner
must specify for which scheme or schemes the redemption is made for, and in case of
disclosure, for which retailer and which electricity product, if applicable, the attributes
are redeemed for. After redemption, the registry operator will produce a redemption
statement, which gives proof of the volume of electricity generation and attributes represented by the redeemed certificates, and of the redemption purpose specified by the
owner. This redemption statement should be regarded as a receipt and it can be used by
the owner to prove compliance with a scheme towards the relevant scheme authority.
Guarantees of Origin for RES-E and CHP-E should be implemented as tracking certificates, which can be used for disclosure purposes. Although European legislation does
not directly specify the use of GO for disclosure, it can be concluded from the definition
of GO in the respective Directives that disclosure is their main intention. If Guarantees
of Origin would exist independently of a tracking system for disclosure, their use could
lead to multiple counting of the relevant attributes.

65

This does not imply a preference for de-linked tracking over contract-based tracking, as certificates
can be re-bundled with contracts if desired, see above.
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Besides Guarantees of Origin, certificates can also be issued for any type of electricity
production. This means that all Guarantees of Origin are integrated into a comprehensive system of tracking certificates.66 However, GO for RES-E and CHP-E retain their
specific legal status.
Other existing tracking systems, such as quality labels for green power operated by private or public entities, should make use of the E-TRACK standard in order to avoid
multiple counting of attributes. Whereas many of these systems currently use own verification systems for the origin of electricity and related attributes, it is strongly recommended that they use the tracking results provided by the E-TRACK registries in the
future.
However, there might be independent explicit tracking systems which continue to exist
alongside with the E-TRACK standard at least for an interim period. This could comprise allocation rules for attributes from electricity supported by a national support system such as the feed-in tariffs used by many countries for supporting RES-E. Also, socalled “ex post” tracking systems for electricity disclosure can exist in parallel with the
standard.67 Under the condition that these allocation systems are designed well and provide sufficient information about the electricity volumes and attributes covered, such
systems can qualify as External Reliable Tracking Systems (ERTS). Although it would
be desirable on the longer term to integrate all tracking requirements into the standard,
there are no general objections to the co-existence of ERTS to the E-TRACK standard.
However, it is necessary that ERTS provide transparent information about the electricity
volumes covered by them and the related attributes, so that these can be taken into account by the tracking systems under the E-TRACK standard.68

2.2

Principles of Implicit Tracking

Implicit tracking should not just be based on production statistics from a certain region,
such as those provided by national electricity statistics, UCTE or NORDEL.69 This is
important because at least part of the overall production in each domain will be covered
by explicit tracking (e.g. Guarantees of Origin) or support systems which are using an
External Reliable Tracking System. In order to avoid multiple counting, a Residual Mix
should be used, which corrects the generation statistics in a certain geographic region by
all attributes, which have been allocated based on explicit tracking or ERTS. The Residual Mix also has to take into account the exports and imports of electricity and attributes (see section 3.4 for details).
66
67

68
69

This suggests to introduce a more general understanding of the term “Guarantee of Origin”
For a detailed description of this type of system, which is for example used in Germany, see the
E-TRACK work package 3 report (Timpe et al. 2007).
For a list of criteria for the acceptance of ERTS see the Final report.
UCTE: Union for the Co-ordination of Transmission of Electricity in continental Europe
(http://www.ucte.org), NORDEL a similar organisation in the Nordic countries (Denmark, Finland,
Iceland, Norway and Sweden, http://www.nordel.org).
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Cross-border Transfer of Attributes

One of the major purposes of the tracking standard is to make explicit and implicit
transfers between domains possible. E.g. a certificate issued in one domain can be transferred to another domain and can be redeemed there for one or several schemes. It is a
principle that redemptions of certificates for compliance with a certain scheme must
take place in the domain which is facilitating the respective scheme. Usually this means
that the certificate must be transferred to the country in question and must be redeemed
there.
Example: If a certificate has been issued in Sweden and its attributes are to be used for
electricity disclosure in the Netherlands, then the certificate must be transferred to the
Netherlands and must be redeemed in the registry which is linked to the Dutch disclosure scheme. It would not be correct to redeem the certificate in Sweden and to simply
transfer the redemption statement from there to the Netherlands.
This regulation is necessary in order to ensure the control of the relevant scheme authorities over the verification mechanisms used for the schemes under their jurisdiction.
The determination of the Residual Mix for implicit tracking will also imply some form
of cross-border transfer of attributes, see section 3.4.

2.4

Accounting Periods

Many of the schemes which make use of tracking results will be based on certain compliance periods. E.g. disclosure information is usually related to averages during one
calendar year. As a principle, the total volume of attributes used for disclosure in a domain should match the total volume of electricity consumption in any compliance period.70 In order to not distort this balance, Scheme Authorities should only accept attributes which relate to electricity production in the compliance period. It should therefore
not be allowed to use a certificate which has been issued based on electricity production
in one year in order to comply with the disclosure requirement in another year. (Limited
exceptions might apply for small plants or complex plant arrangements, where the issuing of certificates might be later than usual.)
However, not all schemes have to be restricted to calendar years. For example, quota
obligations for RES-E might define a lifetime of obligation certificates of several years
in order to stabilise the certificate market.

70

Specific regulations might apply to account for line losses and balancing power, see section 3.5.4.
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Additional Regulations of the Standard

3.1

Actors

A number of functions have been identified in providing a tracking system. These are:
·

Scheme authority – responsible for scheme definition and so controls eligibility
for a scheme as well as determining compliance with that scheme. Co-ordinates
Issuing Bodies and registry operators.

·

Issuing Body – usually responsible for the overall operation of the tracking
system in a Domain. Responsible for examining the evidence collected and
controlling the issuing, transfer and redemption of certificates for schemes for
which it has been appointed.

·

Registry Operator – maintains a registry and the data contained within it. He is
also responsible for ensuring the secure and timely transfer of data into and out
of that registry. This function might be performed by the Issuing Body itself or
by a separate actor.

·

Accreditation Body – performs the verification of the plant registration details
on behalf of a scheme authority.

·

Data Collector – responsible for obtaining the evidence of generation episodes.

·

European governance organisation – responsible for maintaining a robust and
reliable infrastructure for electricity tracking through ensuring consistent
standards in issuing, registry operation and data collection across Europe. This
organisation would own the E-TRACK standard and would develop it further as
appropriate.

It is also necessary to appoint a responsible actor for the determination of the Residual
Mix for implicit tracking. This task could for example be awarded to the Issuing Body.
The registry operator, accreditation body and data collector are jointly called the agents
of the Issuing Body. In order to ensure the reliability and credibility of the tracking system, all Issuing Bodies and their agents should be independent from market actors and
should not have any own interests in the markets for electricity and certificates. They
are also bound to strictly ensure the confidentiality of all tracking information, unless
their publication is required by the scheme regulations.

3.2

Set of Electricity Attributes

The schemes which are making use of the tracking systems define which information
needs to be tracked. Generally, the basic scheme to be addressed in all countries is electricity disclosure (including Guarantees of Origin). Additionally, many countries may
wish to account for the quantitative targets for RES-E, and some may also want to base
their support schemes on the tracking system.
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It is important to define a joint European standard for the minimum information content
of electricity tracking. All countries should agree to accept tracking information based
on this standard for electricity disclosure. If imports are allowed for support schemes as
well, then the standard should provide the relevant information as well. See Annex 1 for
an indicative list of attribute information.

3.3

Registries for Explicit Tracking

The registries are able to issue certificates based on information on power generation, to
track ownership of the certificates, and to facilitate their transfer to any other registry
within the E-TRACK standard, which supports the scheme(s) for which the certificate is
eligible. The registries also support redemption of certificates, which means that the
value of the certificate is realised and credited to the current owner, and that the certificate cannot be transferred any more.
Each registry handling certificates which are eligible for disclosure will supply input to
a procedure for the calculation of a Residual Mix.
A registry should provide as much open access as possible in order to provide transparency and support user assurance in the system and the accuracy of reported information.
This suggests a web-enabled registry would be the most efficient solution offering a
suitably broad coverage.
There are already a number of operational registries in Member States and non EUmembers, some of which are handling Guarantees of Origin and related certificates on
behalf of national governments. Most of those registries are connected to the EECS system. However, almost none of them handle all forms of electricity sources yet. Many of
those systems would satisfy most of the requirements and specifications set out in this
document. Therefore, whilst feasible, it would not be necessary to build an entirely new
registry infrastructure, but rather to develop existing registries further (and to create the
consistent policy framework around them).

3.4

Residual Mix Calculation for Implicit Tracking

As a supplement to the explicit tracking of electricity generation attributes based on
certificates, the E-TRACK standard also features the calculation of a Residual Mix as a
default value for implicit tracking in the context of electricity disclosure. The Residual
Mix represents all attributes in a certain Residual Mix region (a disclosure domain or a
group of such domains), which have not been allocated to final consumption of electricity within a certain accounting period based on explicit tracking or ERTS.
In order to perform this step, the lifetime of Guarantees of Origin must be limited. Only
after the end of this lifetime, the Residual Mix calculation can be started. Any GO,
which have been issued, but not redeemed until the end of their lifetime, will expire and
their attributes will become part of the Residual Mix.
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The principal steps for the calculation of the Residual Mix are as follows:
Attributes from all power generation in the domain
-

Attributes from all Guarantees of Origin issued in the domain
(this includes the certificates which have been exported)

-

Attributes from power generation covered by ERTS

+

Attributes from expired Guarantees of Origin (this includes the certificates
which have been imported, but have not been used)

+/- an adjustment of the attribute volumes in the domain with a
superior European attribute mix71
=

Residual mix in the Domain

The Residual Mix is then allocated to all electricity sold to final consumers in the Residual Mix region, for which no attribute information is available. Explicit tracking
should be used where possible. However, if no explicit tracking information is available
for certain electricity volumes, the use of the Residual Mix for disclosure is binding.
Usually the Residual Mix is calculated for disclosure in a single country or a group of
countries. However, following the further integration of electricity markets in to a single
market, the Residual Mix should ultimately be calculated as one mix for all countries
participating in the E-TRACK standard.

3.5

Data Issues for Explicit Tracking

3.5.1

Communication between Registries

Transfers of certificates between registries require a common approach to the data format and identifiers in order to facilitate the infrastructure and to ensure uniqueness. As
certificates are held in the form of electronic records, electronic transfer should be the
standard method of transferring records between registries. The transfer process should
be conducted using a common transfer protocol to ensure safe operation.
Inter-registry transfers as well as provision of joint information for all registries should
be provided by a centralised hub (as opposed to a peer-to peer-system with dispersed
information). This significantly reduces the number of bilateral interfaces between the
registries and therefore cuts back the costs of tracking. For reasons of cost and availability, the transfer medium should be the internet using a commonly available XML based
file format. Transfer security should be achieved using a commonly available security
method.

71

For details on this see the E-TRACK Final Report.
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Sources and Availability of Data

The E-TRACK standard should use existing data sources where possible. In Member
States where Guarantees of Origin for RES-E and CHP-E are implemented, many data
availability issues are already addressed and in a number of cases a tracking system for
certificates associated with the GO is also in operation.
The data required to extend GO to all electricity sources exists in many countries and
would be feasible to collect without incurring substantial costs. However, in other countries it might be necessary to set up new collection systems for parts of the required
data, in order to obtain consistent information.
In some cases, data from different sources could be combined to provide a full set of
evidence. Use of existing sources will avoid costs and inconvenience of duplicated data
provision and collection. However, the project has identified a number of instances
where data exists, but cannot be accessed for tracking purposes without changes in legislation.
3.5.3

Data Collection Requirements

A production plant must only be allowed to register with an Issuing Body for the domain in which the plant is located. Metered output data must be continuous throughout
the period of registration to facilitate reasonableness checks. Producers must also warrant that their data is only presented to the tracking system at one entry point. These
requirements reduce the scope for erroneous or fraudulent claims by generators.
Issuing must be based on net plant production throughout the E-TRACK standard. The
reason for this is that for purposes of disclosure, the attributes of electricity must be displayed at the point of electricity consumption.72 The metering data reference point
should be such that auxiliary generator data and station consumption can be identified.
Difference metering against grid connection meters should be used where necessary to
achieve this.
Data collected must be verified by an independent organisation. In the case of generation identifiable through central energy settlement, meter data from that settlement
process should be acceptable as independent. Data collection should also be automated
wherever economic to do so.
Issuing of certificates should normally be based on full Megawatt-hours produced.
Rounding up of part units of evidence should not be used as this discriminates in favour
of small plant. Any remaining part units should be carried forward into the subsequent
generation episode.

72

This requires an adaptation of the current regulations in the CHP Directive 2004/8/EC, which require
GO for CHP-E to be issued for gross generation. Until this is achieved, CHP operators should be
obliged to redeem a number of GO for CHP-E which corresponds to the volume of electricity consumed by the auxiliaries of their production devices.
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The attributes from multi-fuelled production devices should be allocated according to
energy source factors calculated using the mass and calorific values of each fuel used.
3.5.4

Treatment of Electricity System Support Activities

The definition of metering points should be such that network losses could be identified
and would enable either assignment under a residual mix allocation or active participation in disclosure by network operators.

3.6

Multi-Certificate Systems

If a certificate carries attributes which are eligible for several schemes (e.g. disclosure
and support for RES-E production) then the regulations of these schemes might require
the redemption of the certificate by different actors and/or at different points in time. In
this case, a so-called “multi-certificate” system can be established, which introduces
several transferable certificates based on the same instance of electricity generation, but
carrying different associations to the individual schemes.
The E-TRACK standard provides for two alternative systems. Each scheme authority
can decide to either set up a domain with a single certificate system (as it is the current
standard in EECS) or to allow for the separation of support certificates from the Guarantees of Origin. In the latter case, two certificates can be issued from a single instance of
generation.
Details for such separation should be regulated by the support Scheme Authority. In any
case, the separated certificates must both be managed in tracking systems under the
E-TRACK standard. Any association to target accounting remains with the Guarantees
of Origin. Also, the domain in question must make sure that the individual certificates
are distinguished clearly so that they can not be redeemed for other schemes than they
were issued for. Other countries might require the re-bundling of such multi-certificates
into a single certificate before accepting their import.
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Governance of the Tracking Standard

It must be noted that although we use the term “standard”, this does not imply that the
E-TRACK standard is intended become a formal standard following the rules of international standardisation organisations like CEN and Cenelec.

4.1

Governance at the Domain Level

Each tracking domain will be managed by the respective Issuing Body. As stated above,
the Issuing Body will usually be appointed by the scheme authority, the body responsible for a scheme for which tracking results are to be used. In the case of electricity disclosure, the scheme authority would usually be the ministry responsible for the electricity sector, or a regulator acting on behalf of it. The Scheme Authority should clarify
how the cost for the Issuing Body and its agents are to be covered and it should continuously supervise the operations of these actors.
It is certainly useful to incorporate the experience and expertise of market players in the
design and management of tracking domains. The scheme authority should lay down
rules for participation of stakeholders in the system design and further development.

4.2

Governance at the Inter-Domain Level

The E-TRACK standard will not be static, it will rather have to be adapted to developments in the markets for electricity and attributes and to the changing requirements from
governments of countries participating in the standard, and of new members. Therefore
a body on the European level is required which governs the standard and develops it
further as appropriate. This could for example be a European association, in which all
Scheme Authorities or their Issuing Bodies are members. 73 This European governance
organisation would have to decide on its internal procedures for decision-making, handling of disputes and complaints etc.
The admission of domains into the E-TRACK group, and the ongoing quality control of
the operations in the E-TRACK domains are additional tasks which need to be fulfilled
by the European governance organisation. Furthermore, the following responsibilities
should be placed on this organisation:
·

Operation of the central hub, which facilitates the exchange of certificates and
management of joint information for all E-TRACK domains

·

Acceptance of External Reliable Tracking Systems

·

Support for the determination of the Residual Mix through the management of a
superior European attribute mix

73 The current European Energy Certificate System (EECS) is governed by the Association of Issuing
Bodies. For more details, see http://www.aib-net.org.
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The European governance organisation should be set up as an independent not for profit
umbrella organisation under a code of practice recognised by national electricity regulators and governments.
The relationship between the governance organisation and the Commission, national
governments, regulators and industry trade associations should be established as part of
the implementation of the E-TRACK standard.
Possible funding arrangements for the organisation will need to be equitable and have
some relationship to the volume of use. Funding of service providers can be on an enterprise basis (paid by the users of the service) and not necessarily through the governance organisation.
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Annex 2 Proposal for a set of electricity attributes
The following list is illustrative only. Details must be agreed in the course of the technical implementation of the tracking standard. Note that part of the information is only
required for certain types of electricity generation. Type “M” means a mandatory element, and “O” means an optional element of the set of attributes under the E TRACK
standard.
Attribute

Example for data content

Basic set of information for all certificates:
Face value
1.000 MWh

Type Comment
M

ID code of production device

[alphanumeric code]

M

Issuing Body
Start date of generation period
End date of generation period
Date of issuing

Certiq (NL)
1.01.2008

M
M

31.01.2008

M

31.03.2008

M

Scheme eligibility

“Disclosure” and/or “support”

M

Support eligibility

Code(s) of support
scheme(s) or “no”

M

Support provided

Yes/no
Code(s) of support
scheme(s) used

M

Note: “M”: Mandatory; “O”: Optional.
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Volume of electricity generation, whose attributes are
represented
Each production device must
be provided with a unique
identifier

The actual day when the certificate has been issued
Entries must be based on authorisation of the relevant
Scheme Authorities
Entries must be based on authorisation of the relevant
Scheme Authorities
The European governance
organisation maintains a list
of relevant support schemes.
If one or more of these are
used, this flag must be set to
“yes”, and the respective
codes must be entered. The
flag must be set to “yes”, if
separate certificates for support have been issued.
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Example for data content

Type Comment

Disclosure specifications (applicable to all Guarantees of Origin):
M Fuel source used for electricFuel source
[list to be agreed, e.g. coal,
ity generation
natural gas, nuclear, renewable energy sources,
other energy sources]
CO2 emission factor X g/kWh
O
Plant-specific emissions
Radioactive waste
X µg/kWh
O
Plant-specific waste producproduction
tion
RES specifications (only applicable for RES-E):
Detailed energy
[list to be agreed]
sources
Detailed technologies [list to be agreed]
RES-E GO qualifica- Yes/no
tion
Yes/no
Target eligibility for
country of redemption

Additional RES-E
GO information

[to be agreed]

M
M
M
M

M

Note: “M”: Mandatory; “O”: Optional.
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An entry in this fields indicates RES-E production
Related to the RES-E Directive
If the country of generation
agrees to accounting of RESE production in the country
of redemption, this flag may
be set to “yes”
Requirements set by EU Directive or by national legislation
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Example for data content

Type Comment

CHP specifications (only applicable for high-efficiency CHP-E):
Detailed energy
[list to be agreed]
M An entry in this fields indisources
cates high-efficiency CHP
production
Detailed technologies [list to be agreed]
M
CHP-E GO qualifica- Yes/no
M Related to the CHP Directive;
tion
GO may only be issued for
high-efficient cogeneration
Type of use of the
[list to be agreed]
M List must include the items
CHP heat
from the list in the CHP Directive
Lower calorific value X MJ/kg
M
of the fuel source
Primary Energy sav- X%
M
ings
Additional CHP-E
[to be agreed]
M Requirements set by EU DiGO information
rective or by national legislation
Other information (applicable to all certificates):
Quality label eligibil- Code(s) of quality label(s)
ity

Note: “M”: Mandatory; “O”: Optional.
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O

Optional information, which
refers to a specific quality
standard (e.g. those set up be
the EUGENE network), and
can also include additional
specifications, e.g. the level
of “additionality”.

